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Symbol __________________ Definition____________________
Lower Case 
aQ wave amplitude, cm
f Coriolis parameter, 2nsin0, sec"'*'
g gravitational constant, 9^0 cm sec
h water depth referenced to mean sea level, cm
h average water depth referenced to mean sea
level, cm 
k wave number (2tt/l ) , cm”'*'
m subscripts in numerical notation indicating
x direction
n subscripts in numerical notation indicating
y direction
n 1 Manning coefficient
-I -2p pressure, gm cm sec
-3s real time variation of salinity, s = pS, gm cm ^
s' salinity deviation from average, gm c m "  3
t time, sec
Symbol Definition
-1u velocity in x direction, cm sec
u* velocity deviation from average, x direction,
cm sec"^ "
v velocity in y direction, cm sec-”*"
v' velocity deviation from average, y direction,
-1cm sec x
w velocity in z direction, cm sec-*-
x direction in right-hand coordinate system,
positive to east 
y direction in right-hand coordinate system,
positive to north 
z direction in right-hand coordinate system,
positive up
Upper Case
turbulent eddy viscosity (i = x, y, or z),
2 -1cm sec
I/o _i
C Chezy coefficient, cm * sec
Pdispersion (i = x or y), era sec
turbulent eddy diffusion (i = x, y, or z),
2 -1cm sec
H total water depth h + 6, cm
Symbol __________________ Definition
l ± t 'db 3f
it itH. , H. shorthand notation for h + 6 in finite differ­
ence notation, where j = x or y and it = t,
2t, etc. (See Chapter IV.)
L distance x or y direction, cm
-1S salinity averaged with respect to depth, gm kg
S real time variation of salinity, gm kg"1
T wave period, sec
U velocity in x direction integrated with respect
to depth, cm sec”1
U average depth integrated velocity in x direc-
-ltion, cm sec
V velocity in y direction integrated with respect 
to depth, cm sec"1
V average depth integrated velocity in y direc­
tion, cm sec"1 
wind speed, cm sec”1 
jet or Bay mouth width, cm
constants in recursion equations, where j - m 
or n. (These constants are defined in Chapter 
IV; computer notation is given in Appendix A.)
W'
Y
A. a !
B- Bi
C . 
D
c!
D.
3
d !
E . e !
F . 
3
f !
xii
Symbol __________________ Definition
Hj constants in recursion equations, where j = m
P . Q . or n (cont)
3 3 x '
Rj Tj
P
Greek
a constant in mixing length theory, dimensionless
6 tidal height, cm
0 angle, degree of latitude
p density, gm cm"^
p1 density deviation from average, gm cm"^
T 4 — *5
Pa density of air, gm cm
density, average, with respect to depth, gm cm-^
-1a wave angular frequency (2rr/T) , cm sec
-1 -2t .. general stress term, gm cm sec1J
T? surface and bottom stress, gm cm-1 sec”^1 1
n earth’s angular velocity, 0.729211 x 10“^ sec"1
Al spacing, cm
At whole time step for numerical technique, sec
At half time step for numerical technique
( AT = 2 At) , sec
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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL TIME-DEPENDENT 
NUMERICAL MODEL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
COASTAL SEA CIRCULATION AROUND THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE
ABSTRACT
A computer study was made of the resultant flow field 
arising from the discharge of a tidal estuary or river onto 
the continental shelf. The approach was to: (l) vertically
integrate the continuity, momentum, and mass balance equa­
tions assuming incompressible flow and using the hydrostatic 
assumption and a Boussinesq approximation for density;
(2) numerically model the vertically integrated equations; 
and (5) apply the equations to a simplified coastal geometry 
and determine the effects of different physical factors on 
the flow field. The numerical equations were written using 
a multi-operational computational technique which was found 
to be fast and stable. Velocity and/or tidal heights were 
found to be usable on open boundary conditions for the 
multi-operational computational scheme.
General conclusions from the study show that the out­
flow from an estuary can be divided into three types: 
dispersive, entraining, or a mixture of the two.
xiv
Specifically, results of the model study using a steady- 
state or oscillating jet to simulate the Chesapeake Bay 
time averaged (non-tidal) or tidal outflow show that for 
the cases studied: the longitudinal centerline velocity
for both tidal and non-tidal flows decreases rapidly as a 
function of distance from the Bay mouth, the transverse U 
velocity profile for the non-tidal case (steady-state jet) 
is a hyperbolic secant squared function, the sea surface 
slope is important in modeling the flow and should be known 
to within 1-2 cm, the Coriolis force was not an important 
factor in the turning of the outflow due to the dominance 
of bottom friction, and the wind and ambient current were 
the most important factors in the turning of the outflow 
to the south. The model studies also showed the existence 
of a northern flow above the Bay entrance and a weak 
residual eddy motion above and below the Bay mouth for the 
tidal case.
EVERETT MICHAEL STANLEY 
THE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY IN VIRGINIA
XV
In chief, men marvel Nature renders not 
Bigger and higger the bulk of ocean, since 
So vast the down-rush of the waters be.
And every river out of every realm 
Cometh thereto; and add the random rains 
And flying tempest, which spatter every sea 
And every land bedew; add their own springs: 
Yet all of these unto the ocean's sum 
Shall be but as the increase of a drop.
Titus Lucretius Carus
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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL TIME-DEPENDENT 
NUMERICAL MODEL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
COASTAL SEA CIRCULATION AROUND THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Middle Atlantic Bight extends from Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina, to Cape Cod, Massachusetts. It can be 
broken into two main sections: the New York Bight, extend­
ing from the tip of Long Island, New York, to Cape May, New 
Jersey, and the Chesapeake Bight (Figure 1), which covers 
the area from Cape May, New Jersey, to Cape Hatteras, North 
Carolina. The region of the Chesapeake Bight was first 
explored and described by Captain John Smith who called it 
the Virginia Sea. One of the chief characteristics of the 
3 l k —km coastline of the Chesapeake Bight is the Chesapeake 
Bay entrance. The effluence from this Bay, its interaction 
with the surrounding shelf waters, and the resultant cir­
culation constitute the primary physical problem investi­
gated in this thesis.
The first general oceanographic descriptions of the 
Chesapeake Bight region were given by Parr (1955)# Bigelow 
(1955)# and Bigelow and Sears (1955)- Th® surface flow is 
generally southerly (Miller (1952), Howe (1962), Bumpus and
373*74*73*
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H
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Figure 1 
Location of Chesapeake Bight
Lauzier (1965), Harrison, Norcross, Pore, and Stanley (1967), 
Bumpus (1969))» hut it is influenced by surface winds. The 
bottom drift is southerly in deep water and generally toward 
the Chesapeake Bay entrance in the shallow in-shore area 
(Bumpus (1965)# Harrison et al (1967)), but it can vary 
with season, density stratification, and winds. The overall 
southerly surface flow is augmented by the discharge from 
the Chesapeake Bay and smaller coastal estuaries and lag­
oons, with the Chesapeake Bay being the largest contributor. 
This slow-moving southerly drift turns northward and is 
entrained in the Gulf Stream at Cape Hatteras (Ford and 
Miller (1952), Stommel (1965)# Fisher (1972)). However, 
during periods of strong northerly winds, large segments of 
water from the Chesapeake Bight can be transported past 
Cape Hatteras into Raleigh Bay, and these have been docu­
mented by Harrison et al (19&7) • Bumpus and Pierce (1955)» 
and Stefansson et al (1971)*
Recently, work by Boicourt (1975) bas shown that there 
may exist, during the summer, a return shoreward flow at 
mid-depths from the edge of the continental shelf. This 
return flow compensates for the off-shore drift of the 
Ekman 3Layer caused by the predominately southerly winds at 
this time of year. Also, new current meter data (Boicourt 
(1975)) from the Bay mouth show great variability of the
efflux of the Bay waters onto the continental shelf and the 
possibility of this movement of water onto the shelf being 
controlled to some extent by the wind.
Thus, while a large amount of field data has been 
accumulated since Bigelow^ pioneering work in 1933 and a 
basic understanding of the movement of the shelf waters has 
been outlined, there have been few attempts to understand 
the interrelationship between the outflow from the Chesa­
peake Bay and the circulation of the shelf waters. How 
this interrelationship changes and what factors are affect­
ing it are difficult questions to answer.
A logical starting point to eradicate this deficiency 
would be to consider the application of the extensive work 
on plane submerged jets discharging into an infinite med­
ium. Many papers and several books (Abramovich (1963)» 
Birkhoff and Zarantonello (1957)) have been written on this 
subject. However, when the theory and experimental results 
of a plane jet are compared with what occurs when a large 
river or estuary empties into a coastal sea, little cor­
relation can be found between the two. The major dis­
crepancy occurs because the plane jet is an entraining one 
and its angle of spread is small. An estuary or river 
outflow is generally divergent and can be affected by tide, 
winds, stratification, ambient currents, and rotation of
the earth. This can be seen when comparing classical jet 
theory with the descriptive work of Stefansson and Richards 
(1963) and Park (19 6 6 ) on the Columbia River, Ryther et al 
(1967) and Gibbs (1970) on the Amazon, Wright and Coleman 
(1971) on the south pass of the Mississippi, and Garvine 
(197^) on the Connecticut River. These investigations 
describe the circulation and distribution of salinity and 
nutrients which result from the discharge of the above 
rivers into the surrounding waters and discuss some of the 
physical factors affecting the circulation.
Recently, several investigators have tried to either 
apply the results of the theory of the classical jet (ref­
erenced above) to the natural environment or take a theo­
retical approach specifically formulated for the hydro­
dynamics of a river discharging into a larger body of water.
Bates (1953) suggested that the deceleration of river 
effluence discharging onto a continental shelf was in 
accordance with the theory of turbulent jet diffusion as 
described in Chapter VI. This reasoning was applied to the 
mouths of the Mississippi River to help understand the for­
mation of deltas.
Iselin (1955) has given a physical description of 
factors which should affect the circulation in a coastal 
area and has outlined some rules which have been accepted
almost without question.
A more rigorous theoretical approach has been attempted 
by Takano (I95^a# 195^>, 1955)# Borichansky and Midhailov 
(1966), and Bondar (1970). They consider variables, such 
as bottom and side friction, geometry of the channel 
entrance, bottom slope, Coriolis force, and density differ­
ences, to describe the resultant flow patterns. Their 
results will also be discussed in Chapter V I .
Finally, Gadgil (1971) has determined the effect of a 
simple rotating and non-rotating system on the shape and 
velocity distribution of a steady jet. She has shown that, 
if a simple laboratory jet is rotated strongly, bottom 
friction dominates and the jet will be dispersive; while 
for a non-rotating jet, side friction will dominate and the 
jet will entrain the surrounding fluid.
The theoretical investigations described above are very 
useful in gaining an understanding of the physical factors 
affecting the flow field caused by a river or estuary dis­
charging onto a continental shelf. These results, however, 
have been derived from the momentum equations where some 
terms have been left out or simplified to render an analy­
tical solution possible. In like manner, the purely des­
criptive studies of jet and shelf circulations have given 
a view where individual factors affecting the flow
have heen lumped together to give a mean, average, or 
seasonal pattern of flow, obliterating their individual 
contributions.
The intent of this investigation is to examine the 
characteristics of flow resulting from a tidal estuary 
(Chesapeake Bay) emptying onto a continental shelf using as 
many of the terms in the equations of motion and the mass 
balance equation as possible. No effort will be made to 
reproduce the physical geometry and dynamical situation of 
the shelf exactly because the extensive data needed for 
input into the model are not available. Instead the 
approach will be to vertically integrate the equations of 
continuity, momentum, and mass balance, assuming where 
applicable: (l) incompressible flow, (2) a Boussinesq-
type approximation, (5) the hydrostatic assumption, and 
(4) that only the horizontal components of the rotational 
terms are important. The resultant equations will then be 
applied to a simplified geometry resembling that of the 
continental shelf and Chesapeake Bay entrance. Specifically, 
the effect of tidal flow, bottom and side frictions, force 
of Coriolis, bottom slope, wind, and ambient currents on 
the overall circulation patterns will be considered. Fur­
ther, three circulation characteristics observed in field 
work of the area will be specifically looked for:
(l) deflection of the Bay effluent, (2) a northern flow 
above the Bay entrance, and (3) a clockwise eddy south of 
the Bay entrance.
CHAPTER II
DERIVATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Basic Concepts
A right-hand corrdinate system is assumed with x being 
positive to the right or east and z being positive upward. 
The velocity components are the usual u, v, and w for the 
X/ y , and z directions, respectively. The basic equations 
describing the conservation of mass and momentum in a water 
body are:
continuity equation
(fU) (frr) + (far) -  O l 2.1
momentum equation in the x direction
momentum equation in the y direction
Jl (/V) ^ J [f/iry) (f/ir2) (f/irur) - 
4% Jty ^
11
momentum equation in the z direction
A (fur)+ (furct) +  (e u rA r)+ ^ {e a r2)  it jx J3 '
- A f -  +  X £ ,  ;
03 ^ jx JV M  ij W
2 .4
mass balance equation of salt
where t, p, p, f, g, s, and represent time, density, 
pressure, Coriolis parameter, gravitational acceleration, 
real time variation of salinity, and turbulent diffusion 
coefficient in the i direction. represents the shear
stress, where the subscript i is the direction of the stress 
and the plane in which the stress acts is given by the nor­
mal to the plane j .
Integration of Equation of Continuity
As shown in Figure 2, let the depth of water be h 
(referenced to mean sea level), 6 the tidal height, and H 
the total water depth (H = h + 6).
12
MSL
h + 5h
* x
Figure 2 
Coordinate notation
In an incompressible flow field, equation 2.1 may be 
simplified to give
M  +  i M T -  O .
n  as
Integrating with respect to z from -h to 6 gives
2.6
Cs (s fsASL dv •#- I MT d-t 1 AUT Jt -
•d-h d.L
o. 2.7
Applying Leibnitz's rule, the boundary conditions w = l i
St
+ u + v at the free surface and u = v = w = O a t  the 
ox By
bottom give for 2.7
s O. 2.8
2.10
2.11
13
Since the velocity in a natural environment is seldom con­
stant with respect to depth, we set
« = « ( } ) =  U ^ j )  2-9
where U is the velocity averaged with respect to depth, and
u'(z) is the variation of the velocity u from the average U.
By definition,
•S
u'ti) -o
'-<1
and
r s
_L [ uJ,= .17 ; 
H  *
J - k
or, rearranging,
TJH = j  LiJ} .
Doing the same for the velocity v gives
s\T-) - V 2.12
and
VH= i/irdi. 2.3.3
~h
Now, substitution of 2.11 and 2.15 into 2.8 gives
14
j § + - f r ( V H ) + ± ( y » )  =  0. 2.14
Integration of Momentum Equations
Now* applying equations 2.1 and 2.6 to 2.2 and 2.3 and
integrating with respect to depth between the limits of -h
and 6 give for the equation in the x direction
-if rS rS
+U(U>)4 + JL(U*r)J3 M(U*)J} = - U i £  Jj  +
'-k J-h J k  -k
M s +\jr$faJ3 +\jr$j J5 ti %} ’
J -h  J -h  J-h  ■J-'h 2 .15
and for the equation in the y direction
•9 r*rd r* r* r  a
^ (uat)j3 +J a t = - U**J3-
■h J -h  J-k J -h  J.k *
[fnj} + fH  tn + + U jt rn j5 .
J-h J-k J.k J-k 2.16
Using Leibnitz's rule, the boundary conditions for the sur­
face and bottom (as in the equation of continuity) and equa­
tions 2.11 and 2.13 on 2.15 and 2.l6 give for the equation 
in the x direction
15
± ( V H ) + M v - !H ) + l ( V V H ) + ± J ( u ' f j j  +  J . J  =■
-£#4+ M+feW+fhte+fa1*
J-k J h  J-h j-k 2.17
and the equation in the y direction
-IC V H ).,. i ( W H ) t i . ( V , H ) + i .  f(uiv')Jj j-JL ffrr'fy z 
it JX i j  ixj^ i)J^
+(rjj7t?J} * \ki3 ?)} J1 •
J-k J-k J-k J-k 2 .1 8
To further simplify the above two equations, several assump­
tions must be made. First is the hydrostatic assumption and 
the resultant equation
i f r - A»3 d  2.19
Second, a Boussinesq-type approximation is assumed in which 
the vertical variation of density P is ignored except in 
the gravitational term. Now, considering only the pressure 
gradient term in 2.17 f°r the time being, applying the above 
assumptions and Leibnitz1s rule gives
2.20
16
where p| = 0 is the pressure at the free surface or sea- 
6
air interface. If the same type of convention for the 
density variation as a function of depth is used as was for 
the velocity, i.e., the density consists of a depth aver­
aged part plus a variation from this average,
2.21
To expand 2.20 to a form which can be used, 2.21 is sub­
stituted into equation 2 .19 and integrated from the surface 
z = 6 to any depth z
rl
a
or
( * ,
■ f *
'3
Integrating 2.22 over depth gives
2.22
- + 3J(j A)d3 •
2.25
Differentiating the above with respect to x yields
IT
a
jL
s - h
W 3 =
2.24
The term p| . can be evaluated from 2.22, giving —n
+ L  z  f 3  H - 2 .2.5
since
/ V ,  =  0 .
i -h
Substituting equations 2.24 and 2.25 into 2.20 and sim­
plifying yields
_ I Xi£J* = - s  H if  _  Ufii£ -  1  A. / (\
I  f  1% <* 3  w  /* JX / ' I *  *
L h  2 .2 6
Likewise, for the y direction without repeating the deriva­
tion, the results using the same approach will be
_ =  - 4 H M - i M P 4 F - ± ± .  (  h / A J * .
J  * y  w  r  * ¥  )  '  J J ^
A  ' z  2.27
d-t
T *1$ o?
>-h
For homogeneous or weakly stratified water columns, as con­
sidered here, the last term in 2 .2 6 and 2 .2 7 can be dropped
due to its small value (Appendix A) .
The shear stress terms of 2.17 and 2.18 can also be 
simplified using the Boussinesq approximation to give
/• JX ** J \r ^  0 / JJ >3 V
•h J-h J-k
and
J .
r S  s $  A
5J Y»  J3  * J ?
2.28
2.29
s b -S bwhere t t t t are the surface and bottom stresses in 
x' x y y
planes of the local surface and bottom in the x and y direc­
tions, respectively. Substituting 2.26 through 2.29 into
the proper places in 2.17 and 2 .1 8 results in
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2.30
and
2.31
Further, the turbulent velocity fluctuation and the shear 
stress terms in 2.30 can be combined and approximated 
(Leendertse et al (1973)) by
20
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2.32
Following the lead of Dronkers (1964), the bottom stress 
term can also be approximated by
i bottom
,b «__r__2 _»*7&
__£! - -atrCTrVvd* 
^  c*
friction 2.33 
term
For the y direction the approximations for equation 2.31 
give
A  ( f y . - O r ' f y = =  H*irjsr
i f  *  i f  * *  i f
'-h.
A  ( ( % ,  - a t ' 1)  <t, := A  /?, # i l f  = a  a  h V i r
side
friction 2.34
terms
and
_ rJ -  3y f  * 
7 “  c*
bottom
friction 2.35
term
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In equations 2.32 through 2.35# C is the Chezy coefficient 
and A the turbulent eddy viscosity. The Chezy coefficient 
can be related (Henderson (1966)) to depth by the equation
C r_i 
w
%
2.36
where h is the depth in meters and n' is the Manning coef­
ficient. The turbulent eddy viscosities were simplified by 
relating them to the mixing length theory, giving
/?, =«c H V 2.37
h v 2.38
where a is a constant. Substituting the terms in 2.32 
through 2.35 into 2.30 and 2 .31 and applying equation 2.13 
gives the final momentum equations of
AJT+ ViSf+VASJ ; f V- _ ajj il_ aufxAv*] \
H C
+ HeViin+ A 
rti h jjy w j  h
x *HeVijr
and
3il _ H L A T -  * v t v V v * ] fe 
l 7  HC*
2.39
J 2I  + J - [ ± * H * v i j n  + ±  
jh ft “H
A  oc H V i Y  
* 9  * 9
2.40
Integration of Mass Balance Equation
Lastly, the two-dimensional mass balance equation is 
derived by starting with 2.5, integrating with respect to 
z between the limits of 6 and -h, and applying Leibnitz's 
rule, giving
ets being evaluated at z = 6 and z = -h, respectively.
Again, using the same technique for representing the 
variation of s as a function of depth as was done pre­
viously for the velocity and density, i.e.,
J f  U
where C and [ ] ^ designate the quantities in the brack-
25
gives upon integration of 2.42 with respect to depth
-<T
3jC l J 7 =  M S 1.
4 k
2.44
Substitution of 2.44 into 2.41, setting the boundary condi­
tions that the salt flux through the surface and bottom 
is 0, and using the results of 2.11 and 2.12 give
(s
-  X  \  ( u W(  U'X)el  ^ - X  f(/vii.1)dj + 
-A
-a-
f t
4> + i -  ( Bu J,.
y.k
2 .4 5
Finally, letting the turbulent diffusion terms be replaced 
by a dispersion term such that
D* H f £  =
J-k 2.46
and
gxves
'-A
f y j f ' J3
jL  (Hf) +X (H Vf) + M H W )  r i .
<)t ^  & *JS
2 .4 7
-I-jL
2.48
Expanding the left-hand side and applying the equation of 
continuity (2.14) gives
2 4
1 i. O v H k S . +•
H 2% * H #  * ag
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CHAPTER III
FORMULATION OF FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Basic Concepts
The final equations in the previous chapter (2.l4,
2.39* 2.40, and 2.49) form a set of partial differential 
equations which together and without further assumptions 
have no known analytical solution. For these equations to 
he applied, as outlined in the Introduction, it will be 
necessary to use numerical techniques to approximate their 
exact solution.
The approach in forming a numerical approximation was: 
first, choosing a finite difference technique and computa­
tional scheme for the equations; second, formulating a com­
putational grid for the equations; third, writing the anal­
ytical equations in finite difference form with the compu­
tational scheme and grid governing the formulation of the 
equations; fourth, solving the numerical equations for the 
unknown parameters; and fifth, programming the finite dif­
ference solution derived from step four for machine com­
putation of the unknown parameters.
Finite Difference Equations and Computational Scheme - 
For the final equations of Chapter II, several computational
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schemes were possible. As an example, Gordon and Spaulding 
(1974) recently referenced over 160 different numerical 
models for tidal rivers, estuaries, and coastal rivers. 
Because of the need to include non-linear terms and the 
desire to have a fast stable finite difference scheme, the 
formulations of Leendertse (1970) were chosen for the 
hyperbolic equations of flow and the ADI (Alternating 
Direction Implicit) technique of Peaceman and Rachford 
(1955) and Douglas and Gunn (1964) was chosen for the par­
abolic equations of transport.
The computational scheme requires a set of finite dif­
ference equations (consisting of one each of the continuity, 
momentum, and mass balance equations) for both the x and y 
directions. The first set of equations are written implic­
itly for the unknowns of 6, U, and S in the x direction for 
the first half of the forward time step (details of the time 
step will be explained shortly), while 6, V, and S (known 
from a previous time step) are written explicitly for the 
y direction in the same equations. For the second half of 
the forward time step, 6, V, and S for the y direction are 
written implicitly and 6, u, and S for the x direction are 
written explicitly. This results in a solution scheme which 
has better stability than a purely explicit set of equa­
tions and requires fewer simultaneous equations to solve
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than a straight implicit formulation. This is important 
since the computational effort increases as the cube of the 
number of simultaneous equations.
A detailed description of how to solve the finite dif­
ference equations for U f V, 6, and S will be given in Chap­
ter IV. However, some idea of the approach to be used in 
solving these equations after they are written in finite 
difference form will be necessary in order to write them in 
their proper format.
In brief, the solution technique will consist of first 
solving simultaneously for the unknowns of tidal height 6 
and velocity U for the x direction at the first half of the 
forward time step. This technique requires the simultan­
eous solution of the continuity and momentum equations whose 
value of 6 and U when determined are then used to solve for 
S in the mass balance equations for the same time step.
Next, 6 and V are determined simultaneously in the y direc­
tion for the last half of the forward time step, and their 
values are used to calculate S for this half time step.
This procedure eliminates the need of the solution of four 
simultaneous equations (for U, V, 6, and s) and makes com­
putation easier.
Grid - The grid of points to be used in writing the 
equations is similar to that used by Leendertse (1967, 1970)
28
and is illustrated in Figure 3. Grid points for tidal 
height 6, density P, and salinity S are located at the 4- 
points; while values for mean water depth h, velocity U 
and V are located at the points 0, -, and 1, respectively. 
All like points are separated by a distance Ax or Ay. The 
grid points are grouped into squares as shown in Figure 3/ 
with a +, 0, -, and I forming the corner of each square.
The squares are numbered with integer values of m and 
n for the x and y directions. The values of m for the x 
direction increase from right to left, and the values of 
n increase from top to bottom. The grid is set up so that 
the predominantly southern flow of water in the area enters 
the grid at the top (i.e., northern edge) and leaves at the 
bottom and in the negative y direction. Formulation of the 
finite difference equations should present no difficulty 
because of this notation and can be handled by a sign 
reversal for the first order derivative terms of the y 
direction.
Stability - The stability of explicit numerical equa­
tions is a function of the grid size and time step, and 
expressions, such as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion, 
are available to predict the maximum allowable time step for 
a specific grid size. For a multi-operational method as 
described above, no such formula exists. Leendertse (1970)
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has taken a simplified approach in evaluating the stability 
and some of the factors affecting a multi-operational scheme. 
He used a linear analysis on a one-dimensional transport 
equation to study the effects of grid size and time step.
He found that, for a time centered multi-operational method, 
the dispersion of the solution will be independent of the 
grid size if a sufficient representation of the concentra­
tion field is present.
In the discussion to come, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
criterion will be quoted to give an indication of how the 
time step chosen for the multi-operational technique com­
pares with that of a pure explicit scheme.
Convention - For the equations to follow, the time step 
At consists of two halves, one each for the x and y direc­
tions such that At = 2At. The time notations below will be 
used to conserve space in writing the numerical equations.
Time x direction, calculation of 6, u, and S
(2k-l)At = t = past time 
2kAt = 2t = present time 
(2k+l)At = 3t = future time
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Time y direction, calculation of 6, V, and S
2kAt = 2t = past time 
(2k+l) = 3t - present time 
(2k+2) = 4t = future time, 
where k = 1,2,...k__„. The above notation t, 2t, 3t, and
lHCwC
4t will appear as a superscript of the variables.
The location of the variable in the grid will be given 
by subscripts m and n. Wind stress was assumed to be con­
stant over the grid, although it could be made to vary, and 
no subscripts were used. Depth below mean sea level h was 
not allowed to vary with time; therefore, no time super­
script will be used.
The finite difference equations are to be written so 
that they are centered in both space (centered differences 
tend to be more stable) and time. The centering in space 
(on the grid) is around the local derivative (time deriva­
tive) variable, i.e., either 6, U, V, or S of the equation 
being written.
Equation of Continuity
The finite difference form of the equation of contin­
uity, upon applying the previously described operations and 
conditions for time (2k+l)At (stepping in time from the 
present time 2kAt to (2k+l)At), is
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3.1
Likewise, for time (2k+2), stepping from (2k+l) At above to 
(2k+2) At, the equation of continuity is
/>**— (■14U + | 7 t ,  *L - i - f M  + J x ) t 7 h  -  
(/ + / + r Jt + X 3* 1 -  ■*"
'  ”*n-it/n v <*wWl/
( 7 l +/, * - / 3*  w *
( L , ~  +  L - , „  <1, <) '  0  -
3.2
Momentum Equations
Using the same techniques for the momentum equation 
in the x direction yields
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The resultant equation in the y direction is
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Mass Balance Equation
Remembering that U and 5 for the x direction at time 
(2k+l) At are known before S is calculated, the following 
results for the mass balance equation in the x direction 
are derived
ml.TI -I + h on-S,-"-I)/»)*
r/. +L +/" +?*\rrH (<!* +r'5t’\-
L i  U/ht+lt‘V> Arij'Ti J J
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Likewise, the mass balance equation in the y direction
becomes
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR THE UNKNOWNS OF U, V, 6, AND S
Basic Concepts
Starting Values - Values of velocity, tidal height, and 
salinity must be specified at all computational points on 
the grid at time t = 0 (initial conditions). Thereafter, 
at the advanced time step the values of U, V, 6, and S need 
only be specified on the boundaries of the grid when needed 
to predict their values in the interior at the same time 
step. These boundary values can be specified on either an 
open or closed boundary and can be grouped as described 
below.
Boundaries - Closed boundaries are the easiest to work 
with from a computational standpoint because here velocities 
and mass fluxes become zero, requiring no field data, and 
the only dynamic variable, tidal height, can be easily 
measured with tide gauges or calculated from tables. Open 
boundaries present more serious difficulties in the sense 
that more detailed data, particularly if time-dependent 
models are used, are needed, requiring more complex numer­
ical and computational techniques. Thus, it is desirable to
37
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have all closed boundaries; but, for a coastal situation, 
this is impossible, and the physical layout sometimes 
requires as many as three open boundaries.
To show how boundaries are used in this thesis, Fig­
ure 4 was drawn to illustrate a simple coastal situation of 
an estuary or river emptying onto a continental shelf.
The closed boundaries are drawn through points that include 
the depth data points (0) and always one of the velocity 
data points (t or -).
The open boundary can be drawn through points repre­
senting either tidal height (+) or velocity (I or -) so 
that one of these variables must be defined on the boundary 
in order to calculate tidal heights and velocities in the 
interior of the grid (boundary value problem). If salinity 
is being calculated, it must be defined on all four boundar­
ies (+) in order to calculate values in the interior of the 
grid at the advanced time step. If two open boundaries 
in the same direction exist, then a combination of boundary 
conditions can be used, i.e., tidal height or velocity on 
both boundaries or a combination of each. For the situation 
in this thesis, two of the above combinations were tried; 
tidal height at both boundaries and tidal height and 
velocity, one on each boundary.
39
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Figure 4
Illustration of 
grid and boundary conditions
The reason for this choice was dictated by the avail­
ability of historical data for use with the model at a 
future date. The boundary condition chosen on the western 
side of the computational area was velocity since data were 
available from continuous current meter records at the Bay 
entrance and the realization that the investigation was to 
study the effect of fresh water runoff from the Bay. The 
boundary on the eastern side was chosen to be tidal height, 
since it was felt that this could be calculated accurately 
(Redfield (1958))* The northern boundary condition was 
chosen as either velocity, because of the availability of 
data and the weak southern flow, or tidal height. It was 
felt in the beginning that, if either of these boundaries 
were placed well above the Bay entrance, any error caused by 
the data would not affect the overall results and, more 
importantly, the boundary conditions would not be affected 
by the flux from the Bay mouth (this point will be dis­
cussed in the results). The southern boundary was chosen 
as tidal height because of the lack of good velocity data 
across the shelf in this region and the ease of estimating 
tidal height.
Upon the choice of the boundary conditions as stated 
above, the final finite difference equations must be solved 
so that the input of the boundary conditions will result
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in their solution giving values of U, V, 6, and S.
Recursion Equations
Grouping of Terms - The first step in solving for the 
unknown values of tl, V, 6, and S in equations 5.1 through 
3-6 is to group the resultant equation around the unknown 
values of 6, U, V, and S. In order to simplify the results 
of this step, the following shorthand notations common to 
all equations will be used:
-L +L +A ■* AAn+t,A» 'Win
L +1)An
A* Ut
L .it»Hyp " **
/j it  ^itL + L
i/£t= (T 5 & *  * i C —  * u J U V t
V *  = ( T U -  + t u ~ '  )/f,
where it is the general notation for the time t, 2t, 3t, 
or 4t.
Using the notation in the continuity equation for the 
x direction (equation 3-1) yields the simplified form
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* C  = £L. 4.1
Since all unknowns are at the same time 3t and on the same 
row n, these notations can be dropped, giving
f\n\&«n + 6m + C*i t£i-l "
where
A»= i / a*
B^-Cl/zaC} H
2*
XF
I2*
and
D U = -  [ C -  C U * C - . '  C )1
are constants which can be calculated from known informa­
tion. Al is a general notation devoting grid spacing Ax 
and Ay (for this study Ax = Ay).
Using the same procedure for the momentum equation 3.3 
yields
P  T T 3 i  +  f  c 1*  -  r  C s f r  -  M 4  3
Dropping the time and row notation as before, 4.3 becomes
1ijv> ^  /w /^w) ”* H*m 4.4
where
F u  ♦ a t t t & ^ + c v ^ l T*Atr Un-.J/ttl.
= ( m u )
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( i /w y n  *(£»»•«,#»« ^ n ^ + l  ) A )  + L J z
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are constants which can be calculated from known informa­
tion.
Likewise, for the mass balance equation 3.5# simplify­
ing and grouping terms yields
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where
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are also constants which can be calculated.
Duplicating the same procedure for the y direction 
gives for the continuity equation
where
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are constants as for the y direction. The momentum equa­
tion 3.4 becomes
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are constants as for the y direction.
Finally, the mass balance equation for the y direc­
tion yields
R/r\ ctn-i * + Ct\ Xi*J ™ Qr> 1 4.8
where
a ! --(HZVZJl/m)-(H% o Z J ( m ^ )
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are constants as for the y direction.
Solution - The solution of the recursion equations 4.2,
4.4, and 4.5 through 4.8 is accomplished in the following 
manner: Starting with the continuity and momentum equa­
tions in the x direction (4.2 and 4.4), it can be seen that 
a total of four unknowns exist between these two equations, 
requiring two boundary conditions in order to be able to 
solve this set (Am, Bm, Cm , Dm , Em , Fm, and Hm are con­
stants which can be calculated from known information). 
Recalling the previous discussion on boundary conditions, 
solutions of these equations are derived assuming a solu­
tion of the form
IL'Q,
and
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4.9
11 + R = T 4.io
where Pm , Qm , R ^  and Tm are constants to be defined.
Backstepping on 4.10 gives
* ftm -l C H » -l
or
"Cn-I ft'tn-l dtvt • 4.11
Substitution of 4.11 into 4.2 and grouping terms to come up 
with an equation like 4.9 gives the constants
P  r  u ip
u  am-C, /u-,
and
GL. ~ fiwiZCn* TmiL .
fL ,~C m f l„ . , 4.15
Rearranging 4.9 and substituting into 4.4 for 6^ and group­
ing terms to acquire an equation like 4.10 gives the 
constants
F C  ~ ____£
and
/w - — -- £G-_----  4.14
£^m ^
T rm -  + 5m . .
4 -15
Equations 4.12 through 4.15 are the four constants that are 
needed for use with 4.9 and 4.10 to calculate 6 and U. To
use these new constants at point m, values of the constants 
at the previous point m-1 are needed (4.12 and 4.15). Thus, 
some starting values are necessary before these equations 
can he used. If 4.2 is arranged in the form of 4.9, then 
the constants, for m = 2 only, are
Em = 4.16
“ tm
and
Q nn - TL-I . ^ ^
Since the boundary conditions are specified with velocity 
U (Figure 4) given for all time, 4.16 and 4.17 may be used 
to calculate P^ and Qg.
The procedure to calculate U and 5 is as follows:
Using the boundary conditions given at m = 1 for the 
velocity, Qg is calculated by 4.17 and Pg *>y 4.l6. Pro­
ceeding across the row (for the first half time step) , the 
rest of the constants are calculated by 4.12 through 4.15.
At m = n^^-1 calculations are terminated for the constants. 
The boundary conditions at the end of the row (6 in our 
case here) are used along with the constants at m = rn^^-1 
and 4.10 to calculate U at m = n^^-l. This value of U 
is then substituted into 4.9 to calculate 6 at m = romax” *^ 
This value of 6 along with the constants at m = mnlax”^ 
used to calculate U at m = n^^-2, etc until U is calculated
at m = 2. Values of 6 at m = 1 and U at m = ^ a x  are t^ aen 
obtained by extrapolation, if needed, and all values for 
the row are completed and the next row is then ready to be 
calculated.
After U and 6 have been calculated for all rows for 
time (2k+l)At, the value of S for all rows at the same time 
step must be calculated. Recalling the recursion equation
4.5, a solution of the type
4.18
is desired. Rearranging 4.5 in the form of 4.18 gives the 
constants (for m = 2 only)
E± = J m-srn61^ 4.!9
and
f  =  -  ftrn S m -' ,
4 ,  4 -20
which are the starting values for and F^. Since is 
given as a boundary condition, backstepping one space in 
4.18, substituting in 4.15 for sm“ »^ grouping terms to 
come up with an equation like 4.18 gives the constants
Since salinity is to be specified as a boundary condition 
on all four sides, the following procedure is used:
Equations 4.19 and 4.20 are used for m = 2, using the values 
of salinity at m = 1 as a starting value. The results of 
this step are then used to start calculating the constants 
E^ and (4.21 and 4.22) which are then calculated pro­
gressively until m = m -1 is reached. Then equation 4.18max
is used along with these constants and boundary conditions 
to calculate the salinity in the reverse order as was done 
for 6 and U.
The same procedure can be used to derive the recursion 
equations in the y direction (for either velocity or tidal 
height as a northern boundary condition), but it will not 
be repeated here. The results of the derivation of this 
type for V, 6 and S are given below. The technique for 
calculation of V, 6 and S with these equations is essen­
tially the same as has been previously described.
Recursion equations for V and 6, y direction, are: 
Starting equations for northern boundary
Velocity as a Tidal Height as a
Boundary Condition Boundary Condition
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Constant equations
fsn —  wir>_
fl/n "" Qn\ fl/n- J
(a}(y% Z. -0/w" 6m L,-_L 
~ fllri &*—1
R»=. as.
&v\ B *\ fTyt
T n  -  R /n ~ 5 »  Q #*
Recursion equations for S, y direction, are: 
Starting equations
%
f ' -  p i - f i ls .  . 
Bi
Constant equations
CHAPTER V
COMPUTER PROGRAM
General
The computer program for the computational scheme 
outlined in Chapter IV is called COASTAL MODEL and is 
written in Fortran IV for use on the Control Data Corpora­
tion (CDC) Model 6600 or 67OO computer. Both of CDC*s 
scope 3 .3 and 3 .^- operating systems are compatible with 
the program. A core size of 75#000 octal is required, and 
a computation time of about 10 min is necessary for a 30 
x 50 grid with 156 iterations covering two 12-hr tidal 
cycles. A table of equivalent notations between that used 
in the program and Chapters II through IV is given in 
Appendix B. Appendix C is a copy of the basic program 
which is not optimized and was used for Case I of the 
oscillating jet.
Main and Sub-programs
A general overall flow diagram of the program is given 
in Figure 5a with a more detailed illustration given in
1
Figures 5b an<3 5c. It consists of a main driver program 
and five sub-programs. The main program handles input of
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f  START J
READ! 
INITIAL 
BOUNDARY! 
CONDITIONS!
I
‘DO 1!
IT = 1, i f  MAX
READ 
BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 
x DIRECTION
SEE CALCULATE!;
5h.2 WRITE
U.'tf
READ 
BOUNDARY; 
CONDITIONS 
y DIRECTION j
I
SEE CALCULATE,
5b.2 WRITE
S
1
SEE CALCULATE,'
5c.1 WRITE'
v.lft’
SEE CALCULATE.!
5c.2 WRITE
S1
/  END D 0 1 J
Figure 5a
Figure 5
Computer flow diagram for program COASTAL MODEL
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DO 4 
K « 2KMAXM
DO 2 
J -  2, JMAXM
CALL
INDEX
CONUH
END DO 2
DO 3 
J = JMAXM, 2
CALCULATE
END DO 3
END DO 4
5b.1
DO 7 
K - 2 ,  KMAXM
DOS i 
J ** 2, JMAXM
CALL
INDEX!
CONSX
END DO 5
CALCULATE
END DO 6
END DO 7
WRITE
5b.2
Figure 5b
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DO 10 
J -  2, JMAXM
DO 8 
K -  2, KMAXM
CALL
INDEX
CONVH
END DO 8 .
CALCULATE 
V, 6
END DO 9
^  END DO 10 ^
WRITE
V.d
5c.1
DO 13 
J « 2, JMAXM
D 0 11 1
K - 2 ,  KMAXM ,
CALL
INDEX
CONSY
END DO 11
DO 12 
K = KMAXM, 2
CALCULATE
END DO 12
WRITE
5c.2
Figure 5<=
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initial and boundary conditions, print and write statements, 
and controls the calculations through the proper sequence. 
The sub-programs and their functions are:
IlflDEX - calculates common parameters which are used 
repeatedly in the other sub-programs.
CONUH - calculates constants which are used to deter­
mine U and 6 for the advanced time step from 2kAt to 
(2k+l)At. Calculations are along x axis.
CONSX - calculates constants which are used to deter­
mine S for the advance time step from 2kAt to (2k+l)At. 
Calculations are along x axis.
CONVH - calculates constants which are used to deter­
mine V and 6 for the advanced time step from (2k+l)At to 
(2k+2)At. Calculations are along y axis.
CQNSY - calculates constants which are used to deter­
mine S for the advanced time step from (2k+l)At to (2k+2)At.
Calculations are along y axis.
Calculations were initiated by calling up the basic 
programs from disk, correcting, and compiling using CDC's 
optimum compiler. In executing the main program, data that 
were required but never changed, such as water depth h and 
gravitational acceleration g, were stored in the main pro­
gram. Other information needed, such as grid spacing time 
step, wind stress, number of grid points in the x and y
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directions, and number of iterations, was read in from 
cards. Before starting the calculations of U and 6, initial 
and boundary conditions were either read in or calculated 
from the program.
Next, the sub-routines for INDEX and CONUH were called 
and executed, calculating along and m or x axis (J in com­
puter notation) from m = 2 to m = u an(^  ^ were then
calculated, moving from m = ^max”1 to m = 2.
This procedure was used for each row from n = 2 to
nmax“l- Finally, values of U and 6 were extrapolated 
linearly where needed to fill in the grid. Linear extrapo­
lation was used because it was more accurate and provided 
less fluctuation at the boundary. The same procedure was 
followed for S, where the previously determined values of 
U and f> were used to calculate the constants in CONSX.
Calculations of V, 6, and S were performed in the same
manner as described above, except that the time step was
at (2k+2)At and the constants were calculated along each
column from n = 2 to n -1 using CONVH or CONSY. V and 5max
were then calculated in decreasing order until n = 2. This 
was repeated for each column from m = 2 to m = n^ax"!* <I^ie 
salinity calculation was then performed in the same manner 
as described above.
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Plot
The data resulting from COASTAL MODEL were stored as a 
printed format and on magnetic tape. Since the velocity 
data were not a vector but components of a vector, a pro­
gram was devised to read U, V, and & from the magnetic 
tape, compute a current vector, plot the vector, and con­
tour the tidal height data. This was done by a program 
called MODPLOT on the CDC 6600 or 6700 computer. MODPLOT 
read the tape data generated by COASTAL MODEL, called up 
the proper Calcomp sub-routines, performed the calcula­
tions, and put all information on a separate tape which 
was then run on a Calcomp 956 plotted to generate the dis­
plays desired. The program MODPLOT is not in Appendix C.
The vector part of MODPLOT did not plot all the data 
available, only those from m = 1 to 15 and n = 15 to 57» 
i.e., the area centered around the Bay mouth. The program 
read the data desired, plotted a coastline, and calculated 
the vector centered at the + point of the computation grid. 
The technique of calculation consisted of taking the U and 
V components on either side of the + point, averaging to 
get a U and V at this point, and then calculating a vector.
Next, the tidal heights desired were read from the 
magnetic tape, and an inThouse developed algorithm was used 
to contour the data. All tidal data points for the grid 
were used in this program.
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basic Concepts
Three physical situations were studied. The first was 
a tidal or long period wave reflecting from a wall. This 
situation was used to verify the accuracy and completeness 
of the finite difference formulations previously described 
and to correct any program problems.
The steady-state jet was used as an intermediate step 
between the wave reflection from a wall and an oscillating 
jet. This case was run to better understand the computa­
tional stability problem, determine techniques to handle 
open boundary conditions, compute data which could be 
directly compared to the steady-state jet data in the 
literature, and determine if there would be anything unique 
about this case which corresponds to time averaged flow 
for a river or estuary emptying onto a continental shelf.
The final situation represented a tidal estuary dis­
charging onto a continental shelf. An oscillating jet was 
used to drive the flow and simulate a tide rather than 
having a tidal wave progressing shoreward and reacting with
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a steady jet. This allowed a simplification of boundary 
conditions by eliminating the need to try to determine the 
interrelationship between tidal and jet velocity at the 
Bay entrance.
The inputs and boundary conditions for each case are 
summarized in Table 1, and Figure 6 gives a physical pic­
ture of the computational domain and grid setup.
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TABLE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Steady- Oscil-
State lating
Reflection Jet Jet
Number of Grid Points 
x-direction 
y-direction
50
50
o 
o
 
m 
in
50 
50 „
Grid Spacinq ( Al}, cm 179,640 559,280 559,280
Time Step ( At}, sec 150 500 500
Initial Conditions at u=o u=o U=0
t=0 V=0 v=o V=0
6=f(x) 6=0 6=f(y) ,
or 0
Boundary Conditions for 
Grid
Left Side u=o,
s=50.o
U=f(y) U=f(t,y)
Right Side 6=f(t) ,
s=30.o
6=0 6=0,f(y)
Top v=o,
S=50.0
v=o,-4 6-0,5,10
Bottom 6=f(x,t),
s=50.0
6=0 6=0
Chezy Coefficient, 
cm^' sec“l
0 4oo 400
Turbulent Eddy Viscosity 
Coefficient, cm^ sec"-'- 
(horizontal}
0
00oi—i 0
Coriolis Parameter (f}, 
sec x
0 8x10-5 8xl0“5
Bottom Slope 0 0 1/1554
Wind Stress (T), 
gm cm”-*' sec"2
0 0 0,1.9
Depth, cm 1000 1000
f(x)
1000
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.GRID OUTLINE 
n=l
|n=23
|n=27
n=50
m=l nt=30
Wave Reflection
BOTTOM PROFILES
1000 cm
Wave Reflection and 
Jet Cases
n=l
n=50
m=l n=30
Jet
1000 cm
13#000
Oscillating Jet 
Case III
Figure 6 
Grid outline and bottom profiles
cm
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Wave Reflection from a Wall
For this case a 30 x 50 point grid (30 points in the 
x direction, 50 points in the y direction) with a spacing 
Ax = Ay = 179,640 cm (0.97 nm) and a time step At = 150 
sec was chosen. Water depth was 1000 cm, and no bottom 
friction, side friction, force of Coriolis, or wind stress 
was used. Initial conditions for time t = 0 were U = V - 
0 and 6 - f(x) or 6 = constant. For the initial boundary 
condition 6, two cases were run: 6 = 50 cm (6 uniform over
the grid) and 5 = aQ cos kx (tidal height decreasing as 
a function of distance from the coast). Results from all 
cases were the same, the only difference being the time 
required for the solution to reach a steady state. Results 
from the case 6 = aQ cos kx are discussed below. The wall 
was established on the left or western side of the grid, 
and the open sea constituted the northern, southern, and 
eastern boundaries, Figure 6. Boundary conditions for the 
x direction were velocity at the wall, U = 0, and tidal 
height in the open sea, 6 = aQ cos at cos kx, where 
k - 2 t t / L ,  a = 2rr/T, aQ = wave amplitude, and x is some 
fixed value. For the y direction velocity, V = 0 was used 
on the northern edge and tidal height, 6 = aQ cos at cos kx, 
on the southern edge. Salinity values of 3C$° were used on 
all boundaries. The value of 0.9? urn for the grid spacing
was chosen so that the width of the Bay mouth (about 9*7 
nm) would contain 10 grid points for the x velocity to 
be used later. A wave period of 12.42 hours (semi-diurnal 
tide) was used which gave a wave length of 4.4 x 10*^  cm 
for a depth of water of 1000 cm. The grid spacing was 
therefore adequate (Leendertse (1970)) to describe the wave 
and not generate stability problems. All runs were for a 
wave propagating in a direction normal to the wall.
Results of the computation are given in Figures 7/ 8, 
and 9 . Figure 7 is a plot of tidal height and velocity 
versus time for a point in the middle of the grid (m = 15, 
n = 25» Figure 6). Data from the calculations were plotted 
for only a half tidal cycle in order to amplify the results. 
The results of the computation are compared with the clas­
sical solution of a wave reflected from a wall (solid line, 
Figure 7) using equations from Ippen (1966) to calculate 
the data at the same point. It can be seen from this fig­
ure that there is good agreement between the theoretical 
and computed data.
Figure 8 is a plot of the theoretical and computed 
velocity profiles along the center of the computational 
grid (in an east-west direction, n = 25, m = 1,2 , . . . , 30) 
at maximum flood velocity. Agreement here is also good. 
Figure 9 Is a plot of the theoretical and computed tidal
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height (helow MSL) along the same centerline used in Fig­
ure 8. In Figure 9 there is a maximum difference of 
slightly more than 1 cm at the wall which decreases to 0 
at the open eastern boundary.
Results from the salinity calculations were not plotted 
since the values remained constant at all times and at all 
points within the flow field.
For stability, the Courant-Friedricks-Lewy criteria 
for a two-dimensional explicit scheme At = AL/V2gh gives a 
value of 128.3 sec for a gird spacing of AL = 179/640 cm.
The solutions were found to be stable with a half time step 
of At = 150 sec used here.
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Steady-State J et
General - For this physical situation a 30 x 50 point 
grid was used as before, but the grid spacing was increased 
to Al = 359/280 cm (approximately 2 nm). The Courant- 
Friedricks-Lewy criteria for this grid spacing gave At -  
256 sec. A value of 300 sec for each half time step was 
chosen so that a total time step of At = 600 sec, or 
10 min, covered a complete iteration. No stability prob­
lems arose with this particular time step and grid spacing. 
Salinity was not calculated since it was held constant over 
the grid for all cases. Holding the salinity constant 
generated a situation in which the density was homogeneous 
both vertically and horizontally. Water depth was 1000 cm, 
and no wind stress was assumed. Bottom friction was used 
in all cases with a Chezy coefficient of 400 c m ^  sec“ .^ 
This Chezy coefficient corresponded to a Manning coeffi­
cient of 0.036 and is similar to those used by Leendertse 
(1971) and Dronkers (1964).
Initial conditions were U = V = 6 = 0 .  A coastline 
was established at the left side of the grid, with an open­
ing representing a Bay mouth 17-9 km (~10 nm) wide centered 
in the middle of the coast at n = 25/ Figure 6. Boundary 
conditions for the x direction were velocity at the coast,
U = 0, except at the Bay opening or jet where U = f(y) and
6 = 0 on the eastern boundary. The jet started at U = 0 
and built to a maximum in 16 iterations (l60 min) and then 
remained steady for 10 iterations (100 min). The jet was 
given a parabolic profile with a maximum centerline velocity 
(velocity integrated with respect to depth) of 25 cro sec” -^. 
Boundary conditions for the y direction were velocity for 
the northern edge of the grid, V = 0, or a linear variation 
from 0 at the wall to a maximum of -4 cm sec”  ^ and tidal 
height 6 = 0  for the southern edge. Using velocity as an 
open boundary condition on the top of the grid created no 
problems because the boundary was far enough from the Bay 
mouth so no complications arose. If the northern (velocity) 
boundary was moved close to the Bay entrance, the boundary 
acted as a wall and there was a deflection of the outflow.
Four cases for the steady-state jet with bottom fric­
tion were run: Case I, steady-state jet as described above;
Case II, steady-state jet with side friction; Case III, 
steady-state jet with Coriolis force; and Case IV, steady- 
state jet with an ambient velocity. Vector plots (velocity 
vectors) and tidal height contours are for a time of 260 
min after starting when the jet has reached a steady state.
Case I - Figures 10 and 11 show the vector plots and 
tidal height contours for the steady-state jet. Four 
distinguishing features can be seen in the vector plot:
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Figure 10 - Velocity vector plot steady-state jet
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Figure 11 - Water level plot, steady-state jet, cm
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first, the jet is dispersive (i.e., the velocity vectors 
diverge from the jet centerline) and not entraining 
(vectors converge toward the jet centerline); second, the 
centerline velocity U decreases sharply as a function of 
distance along the axis of the jet? third, there is a 
northern current along the coast above the jet and a south­
ern current below it? and fourth, there are no eddies 
formed above or below the jet.
The dispersion of the jet is believed to be caused by 
a buildup of water (and therefore pressure gradient) around
the Bay entrance and is shown by the plot of tidal height,
1
Figure 11. As the height of water above MSL is increased, 
a pressure gradient or head is generated in the x and y 
directions. This head causes the dispersion, since the 
water level at the boundaries, by virtue of the boundary 
conditions, does not go above datum (i.e., 6 = 0 ) .  Because 
of the above restriction, the water level inside the boundar­
ies is an unknown and is allowed to fluctuate.
1In the derivations of Chapters II through IV, tidal 
height has been the term used to refer to the time-dependent 
level of the water above or below datum (MSL) . In the 
steady-state case since there are no tides, the tidal height 
is really a water level (relative to mean sea level) that 
generates a pressure gradient and will be referred to as a 
water level in the following discussion.
The cause of the diverging flow in this case is sim­
ilar to that reported by Bondar (1970) and Engelund and 
Pedersen (1973). Bondar (1970) reasoned that the river 
flow which was fresh and less dense was atop a more dense, 
saline wedge. This lens of less dense water created a 
hydraulic head, causing divergence or spreading of the flow 
of the surface layer. Bondar quotes angles of divergence 
of 40° or more for rivers emptying into the Black Sea and 
develops equations to predict the spread. Engelund and 
Pedersen (1973) take the same approach in studying the 
divergence of warm water jets emptying into a cooler body 
of water.
If the bottom friction is increased, the velocity in 
both the x and y directions decreases, causing the jet to 
shrink in size and the water level to increase, with the 
maximum increase at the Bay mouth. Figure 12 shows a plot 
of the centerline velocity U as a function of distance for 
three values of bottom friction. A decrease in C from 400 
to 100 (increase in bottom friction) generated a small 
change in velocity at the same value of x/y, while a 
decrease in C from 100 to 5 caused a sharp change. Figure 
12 indicates that bottom friction, while having some effect 
on the velocity, would have to be unreasonably large to 
cause a drastic change at a given point. Also, it shows
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that changes in C from 400 to 100 can cause the location 
(x/y) of velocities of 5 cm sec" or less to change 
rapidly. To try to understand how important friction is 
in this case, the jet was allowed to reach maximum velocity 
(25 cm sec"'*’) after 160 min of buildup and was then cut 
off and the computations continued for 100 min. Upon 
termination of the jet, the remaining fluid that was in 
motion moved through the computational area, decreasing in 
velocity with time. The maximum positive velocity in the
flow field as a function of time (after termination of the
jet) is shown in Figure 13. The velocity decreases from
a maximum of 25 cm sec"^ to 1/10 this amount in 100 min.
By extrapolation (dashed line) velocities of 1 cm sec"'*' 
should be reached in about 4 hr. This decrease in velocity 
suggests that bottom friction is dominant over rotation 
since the velocity decreases to near 0 in a time less than 
the inertial period for this latitude (19-9 hr).
Before comparing further the results of Case I with 
the classical plane jet, the results from Case II will be 
examined.
Case II - This case consisted of the steady-state jet 
used above, but with side as well as bottom friction.
Here, a (equations 2.37 and 2.38) was given a value of 
10,000, resulting in an eddy viscosity value of about
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10^ cm^ sec"^. Values in the literature vary from 10^ to 
o
10 (Sverdrup, et al (19^1)). The results for the vector 
plot are shown in Figure l4. Four features are apparent: 
the jet is not as dispersive or does not spread laterally 
as much as in Case I ; there is a decrease in the center- 
line velocity as a function of distance along the jet; the 
magnitude of velocity vectors adjacent to the coast above 
and below the jet, when compared to Case I, has decreased; 
and there are no eddies formed.
Figure 15 shows an x,y plot of the location of UQ/2 
(half the centerline velocity) for Cases I and II. This 
figure verifies the decrease in lateral spread caused by 
the addition of side friction.
A comparison of the velocity as a function of distance 
in the x direction for Cases I and II is shown in Figure 16 
by curves a and b (other parts of this figure will be dis­
cussed later). The velocity drops from a maximum of 
25 cm sec"-*- to less than 5 cm sec--*- in 30 km for both the 
bottom and side friction cases.
Bickley (1937) in his expansion of Schlichting's (1953) 
work derived the exact solution for the two-dimensional 
motion of an incompressible viscous fluid due to a side 
friction jet issuing from a long, narrow orifice. Albert­
son, et al (1950), summarized experimental data to determine
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the velocity distribution and character of a side friction 
jet and to formulate empirical equations to predict the 
velocity distribution of a jet issuing from an orifice or 
slot. Albertson's (1950) summary of the side friction 
plane jet shows an entraining flow and a centerline 
velocity which begin to decrease only after a distance of 
six jet diameters. This would mean that, if a side fric­
tion plane jet theory were directly applicable to an 
estuary like Chesapeake Bay and the Bay flow were not tidal 
or deflected by the earth's rotation or other causes, the 
maximum centerline velocity would be detected unchanged up 
to a distance of 108 km from shore and the flow would be 
entraining.
Recent works by Takano (l95^a) Borichansky and
Midhailov (1966) have attempted to evaluate the velocity 
distribution off the mouth of an estuary or river. Takano 
(195 -^a) derives the velocity distribution by not consider­
ing the inertia terms and by using only the side friction 
and pressure gradient terms. He assumes a thin layer of 
river water which is homogeneous and 1 or 2 meters thick 
resting on a more saline ocean wedge. In contrast, 
Borichansky and Mikhailov consider the inertia and side and 
bottom friction terms only. The results of both these 
investigations show a centerline velocity decreasing
rapidly as a function of distance. Their velocity predic­
tions for selected centerline points for an estuary of the 
type used in Case X are plotted as individual points in 
Figure 16 along with the prediction for a side friction jet 
(curve c) given by Albertson (1950). It can be seen that 
the centerline velocity results of Cases I and II agree 
in trend with the results of Takano (195^ -a) and Borichansky 
and Midhailov (1966) and not with the predictions of 
Albertson, et al (1950) .
Gadgil (1971) was the first to make an attempt to 
look at both bottom (Case II) and side (Case III) frictions 
together. She used a laminar steady-state jet in a rotat­
ing container which had a rigid top and bottom. The rota­
tion was used to generate an Ekman layer and, thus, bottom 
friction. While this is different from the steady-state 
jet considered here, bottom friction can exist without 
rotation (Case I), the results of her investigation are 
interesting to examine for similarities. Her results 
showed that if the rotation was strong, bottom friction 
dominated, the jet was dispersive, vorticity was decaying 
but not diffusing laterally, and momentum decreased with 
downstream distance. If there was little or no rotation 
and side friction dominated, the jet entrained fluid, 
vorticity was conserved but diffused laterally, and the
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momentum flux across the jet remained constant. Gadgil 
(1971) also was able to predict the distance it would take 
the velocity of a side or bottom friction jet to decrease 
to zero. In general, the distance required for her jet to 
decrease to zero was greater for a side friction case than 
for a bottom friction case.
Gadgil also points out that, in cases where bottom 
friction dominates, if side friction is considered it will 
control the flow pattern near the mouth of the jet and give 
way to a bottom friction velocity distribution as the dis­
tance from the jet entrance increases. This could 
be an explanation for the flow pattern observed in Fig­
ure 14.
in summary, for the velocity along the centerline it 
can be concluded that the distribution for an estuary or 
river discharging into a continental sea will decrease 
rapidly, in a form similar to that shown in Figure 15, if 
the jet is considered a bottom friction type. For this 
type of jet the flow will be dispersive (i.e., velocity 
vectors diverge away from the jet centerline). If the 
jet is dominated by side friction, it will follow a distri­
bution along the centerline similar to that described by 
Albertson (1950) and the flow will be entraining (velocity 
vectors converging toward jet centerline). For a case in
86
which side and bottom frictions exist, the flow pattern
will be a combination of the two as described by
Gadgil (l97i)-
Another interesting comparison of the U component of
velocity is in the transverse direction. Bickley (1957)
in his solution found the transverse distribution of the
U component of velocity was a function of the hyperbolic
secant squared (U = f(sech2y)). Albertson, et al (1950),
in their work assumed that the transverse distribution of
the component of velocity was Gaussian. The normalized
transverse velocity distribution U/UQ (U component of
velocity located at distance y from centerline/centerline
velocity) was plotted against y/b (distance from centerline
of U/distance from centerline of 1/2 UQ) for Case I,
Figure 17- It can be seen from this figure that the data
o
indeed follow a sech y curve.
As mentioned, the velocity vectors along the shore 
above and below the jet have decreased in intensity. It 
should be noted that a shoreward movement of water near 
the coast both above and below the jet has been generated.
Case III - This case consisted of the addition of the 
Coriolis force for a jet of the type in Case I. The 
Coriolis parameter was for a latitude of 57° was cal­
culated to be 0.00008 sec-"*-. The computational results
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for the vector plot are shown in Figure 18, and the water 
level contours are shown in Figure 19. The same four 
features recognized and described for the vector plot of 
Case I are apparent here. Comparing Figure 18 with the 
vector plot of Case I, Figure 10, shows no major differ­
ences. There is a slight rotation of the vectors to the 
southern half of the plot, but nothing that is very 
noticeable. Plots of the centerline velocity for this 
case are the same as those of Case I and are not shown.
The plot of water level, Figure 19, when compared with the 
water levels of Case I, Figure 11, also shows a slight 
difference, with some water being piled up to the south.
At this point it is helpful to consider two dimen- 
sionless quantities, the Ekman and Rossby numbers. The 
Ekman number is used to determine the relative importance 
of friction and rotation and is defined as Az/f2H^ , where 
Az is the vertical eddy viscosity. An 2^ corresponding to 
a Chezy coefficient of 400 c m " ^  sec can vary from about 
7 6 .5 to 155.9 cm^ sec"-*-, depending on the type of vertical 
velocity profile assumed. (See Appendix D.) These values 
of vertical eddy viscosity are in the range of those quoted 
by Sverdrup, et al (1942), Neumann and Pierson (1966), and 
Dyer (1973)• The corresponding Ekman number for the above 
range of turbulent eddy viscosity varies from 1.05 to I.8 5 .
\ \
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Figure 18 - Velocity vector plot 
steady-state jet with Coriolis force
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Figure 19
Water level plot
steady-state jet with Coriolis force, cm
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It can be considered that in this case the flow is fric- 
tionally dominated for the higher values of the Ekman 
number, i.e., >1 .
The Rossby number, R0 = U/fiL, is used to determine 
the relative importance of the inertial terms to those of 
rotation. For a characteristic length L = 359*280 cm 
(one-grid spacing) and velocity change of 25 cm sec“  ^
over this distance, the Rossby number is 0.9- This is a 
maximum value. While not one, it is much larger than the 
Rossby numbers usually found in laboratory experiments 
where rotation is considered dominant and shows that the 
inertial terms have increased in importance but are still 
not controlling. Takano (1955)* when investigating the 
effect of the seaward flow off a river mouth, concluded 
that for his analytical equations, the Coriolis term could 
be insignificant if the inertial terms were large (i.e., 
large Rossby number).
Thus, for this case the friction terms can dominate 
those of rotation) while the inertial terms might not.
This should help to explain the lack of a significant 
deflection of the outflow due to rotation and verifies the 
results of the jet decay experiment in Case I.
Case IV - This case consists of the addition of a 
southward flowing velocity to the situation of Case I.
Surface velocities in the Chesapeake Bight region are 
highly variable and depend on distance from shore and on 
season. Values in the literature range from 1.2 cm sec" 1 
to 32.4 cm sec-1 (Harrison, et al (1967)). A value of 
4 cm sec-1  to the south was chosen and varied linearly 
from 0 at the coast to a maximum of -4 cm sec”1 at the 
right side of the computational grid. The results of the 
computation are shown as a vector plot in Figure 20. Here 
the northern flow along the coast decreased, and the jet 
was deflected and turned south as a wide band of flow. 
Again, there are no visible eddies. This case suggests 
that, for a frictionally dominant flow, an ambient southern 
velocity is more important in the turning of the Bay 
effluent to the south than the Coriolis force.
The northern flow along the coast above the Bay mouth 
still persists, as seen in Figure 19. Bumpus (1969) has 
described reversals or northern flow in the surface waters 
in the Mid-Atlantic Bight. His results are derived from 
surface drifters, and the reversals described exist at 
several locations on the coast and mainly during the sum­
mer. These reversals occur during a season of light winds 
so that the flow patterns established by a layer of lighter 
water on a more dense saline wedge, along with an imposed 
ambient current, could cause the time averaged surface 
flow described by Bumpus and shown by Figure 20.
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Figure 20 - Velocity vector plot, steady-state jet 
with southerly ambient velocity-
g4
Oscillating Jet
General - For this physical situation, grid size, 
time step, grid spacing, Bay entrance, coastline, and bot­
tom friction were the same as those for the steady-state 
jet. The Courant-Friedricks-Lewy stability criterion was 
also the same, and no problems were encountered in using 
an oscillating jet as a boundary condition. Salinity was 
not calculated, as for the steady-state jet, since it was 
held constant over the grid for all cases.
The initial conditions for the grid were the same as 
for a steady jet, but the boundary conditions were changed. 
In the east-west direction, velocity and tidal height were 
the boundary conditions as before, with the only change 
being at the Bay mouth. Here, the jet was made to oscillate 
sinusoidally with a period of 12.42 hr (semi-diurnal tide) 
and a maximum centerline velocity (integrated with respect 
to depth) of 25 cm sec“ .^ The velocity profile across the 
Bay mouth remained parabolic. Boundary conditions in the 
north-south direction were changed, due to the problem of 
reflection from the northern boundary, so that tidal height 
was used on both boundaries. For all cases, except that 
of an ambient southward flowing velocity, the tidal height 
on the northern and southern boundaries remained zero.
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Six different cases for an oscillating jet with bottom 
friction were run: Case I, oscillating jet; Case II,
oscillating jet with Coriolis force; Case III, oscillating 
jet with sloping bottom; Case IV, oscillating jet with wind 
from east; Case V, oscillating jet with wind from north; 
and Case VI, oscillating jet with ambient velocity from 
the north.
In computing data for all the above cases, the program 
was run through two complete tidal cycles, with data for 
the vector plots and water level contours taken from the 
last tidal cycle. The term water level is used here as in 
the steady-state case because, although the velocity varies 
with a period equal to that of a semi-diurnal tide, the 
tidal height on the open boundaries is not fluctuating 
with time.
Case I - Figure 21 shows a plot of the water level and 
velocity as a function of time through both tidal cycles for 
two points on the grid (m = 1, n = 25 and m = 6, n = 25).
In one tidal cycle the velocity and water level adjust so 
that they are out of phase by about 90° and remain this way 
throughout the second tidal cycle. The velocity and water 
level can be seen to decrease as a function of distance 
from the Bay mouth, when like curves in Figure 21 are com­
pared. This figure suggests that the data taken during
(sz’un
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the second tidal cycle are for a jet which has reached 
equilibrium.
Figures 22 through 26 show the vector and water level 
plots for an oscillating jet during the second tidal cycle. 
Figures 22 and 25 are the plots of the water level at 
slack before ebb and at slack before flood, respectively.
The contours show symmetry around the Bay entrance, as did 
Figure 11 for the steady-state jet. The height of the 
water is referenced to datum, and the effect of a head or 
pressure gradient caused by the height of the water above 
and below datum can be seen. The vector plots are given
in Figures 23, 24, and 26. Figure 23 is a vector plot of
the flow at maximum ebb, and Figure 24 is a vector plot 
for the time when the centerline jet velocity at the Bay 
mouth is 12 cm sec"^ -. Figure 26 shows the vector plot at 
maximum flood. The main features of the flow in these fig­
ures are: the flow is dispersive for an ebb tide and con­
vergent toward the Bay entrance for a flood tide, the
velocity decreases as a function of distance along the 
centerline, there is a strong flow along the coast above 
and below the jet for both flood and ebb tides, and there 
are no eddies in these figures (which are instantaneous 
pictures). To further check for eddies, the flow was 
averaged over a tidal cycle to remove the tidal component for
98
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Figure 22 
Water level plot 
oscillating jet at slack before ebb, cm
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Figure 23 - Velocity vector plot
oscillating jet at maximum ebb
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Figure 24 - Velocity vector plot, oscillating jet 
at a maximum centerline velocity of 12 cm sec"^
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Figure 25 
Water level plot 
oscillating jet at slack before flood, cm
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Figure 26 - Velocity vector plot
oscillating jet at maximum flood
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the grid points in the vicinity of the Bay mouth. Only the 
southern portion of the Bay entrance was examined since the 
flow is symmetrical. The results of this summation are 
shown in Figure 27- Here it can be seen that, from an 
Euleran point of view, there is a weak residual clockwise 
circulation. This corresponds to the results of Harrison, 
et al (1962) , in their measurement and inference of an eddy 
south of the Bay entrance near Virginia Beach, Virginia.
It is believed this net circulation is the result of the 
non-linear terms, in the equations of motion, on the tidal 
velocity fluctuation.
The dispersion and convergence characteristics of the 
oscillating jet are believed to be caused by a pressure 
gradient. This gradient is generated by the water level 
varying above and below datum, as shown in Figures 22 and 
26, and is the same mechanism that causes the dispersion of 
the steady-state jet.
The centerline velocity behaves in the same manner as 
described for the steady-state jet, in that it decreases as 
a function of distance from the Bay mouth. This condition 
holds for both flood and ebb and can be seen in Figures 23# 
24-, and 2 6 ; it is shown as velocity versus distance in 
Figure 28 for the ebb condition only.
*  »  >
Velocity 
Scale, cm sec-1 
(average)
0 1
Figure 27
Tidal averaged flow, oscillating jet
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The strong coastal flow away from the jet above and 
below the Bay entrance for the ebb flow reverses itself 
during the flood stage. In both cases a strong coastal 
current is apparent.
One final interesting aspect can be discussed in this 
case. The Amazon River bas flow features that are very 
similar to this case. These features are: (l) There is no
Coriolis effect since the Amazon is located on the equator; 
(2) the Amazon is unique in that it has no salt wedge; and 
(5) it is tidal and the width of the mouth reported by 
Gibbs (1970) is between 10 and 20 km, similar to the 17*9 
km for the Chesapeake Bay. However, there are some differ­
ences worth noting: (1) The depth at the mouth of the Ama­
zon is 2 to 4.5 times that used here; (2) the tidal range 
is 5 times that of the Chesapeake Bay; and (2) the volume 
of discharge is 100 times that of the Chesapeake Bay.
If Figures 2 and 5 of Gibbs (1970) are examined, with
attention paid to the 20 % isohaline, and compared with
Figures 10 and 11 for the steady-state jet and Figures 22 
*
and 25 for the oscillating jet, the similarities in the 
fan-like spread of the Amazon effluent can be seen.
Case II - This case consisted of the addition of the 
Coriolis force to an oscillating jet of the type in Case I. 
The same value of the Coriolis parameter, f, applied in
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Case ill of the steady-state jet was used. The results of 
the calculations are given in the vector plots. Figure 29 
for maximum ebb and Figure 50 for maximum flood. The four 
main features seen and described for the vector plots of 
the previous case apply here with little difference seen 
between Figures 25 and 29 and between Figures 26 and 50.
As for Case I , the tidal component was averaged out 
to observe the eddy effect. This is shown in Figure 51.
Here it can be seen that the Coriolis effect strengthens 
the northern and weakens the southern flow of the 
eddies.
Case III - This case is different from any described 
thus far. In this run the shape of the bottom was changed 
from flat to gently sloping for the Case I oscillating jet. 
The bottom varied from 1000 cm in depth (~52 ft) at the 
coast to 15,000 cm in depth (~425 ft) 104 km from the coast, 
giving a slope of 1/155^- Bottom friction was held constant 
and not allowed to vary with depth, and the Coriolis force 
was not considered.
Figures 52 and 55 show the vector plots at maximum ebb 
and flood for the second tidal cycle. The same four gen­
eral features recognized for the vector plot of Case I of 
the oscillating jet are again seen here. However, there are 
some differences: First, the gradual sloping of the bottom
108
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Figure 29 - Velocity vector plot, oscillating jet 
at maximum ebb and with Coriolis force
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Tidal average flow, oscillating jet with Coriolis force
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Figure 32 - Velocity vector plot, oscillating jet 
at maximum ebb and with sloping bottom
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Figure 55 - Velocity vector plot, oscillating jet 
at maximum flood and with sloping bottom
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causes the jet to change slightly in shape. This is illus­
trated by the dashed vector lines in Figures 52 and 55*
The dashed lines located near the mouth of the Bay are the 
vectors for the Case I oscillating jet at the same grid 
point and time. From the comparison of the dashed and solid 
vector lines in Figures 52 and 55# it can be concluded that 
the sloping bottom causes the jet to be less dispersive 
during the ebb and less convergent during the flood in the 
vicinity of the Bay entrance. This result for the ebb case 
agrees with the laboratory modeling results of Borichansky 
and Mikhailov (1966) , in their work on the interaction of 
river and seawater in the absence of tides. Further, if 
the lengths of the vectors are compared for the two cases, 
it will be seen that generally the magnitudes of the vectors 
for the flat bottom case are larger than those for the slop­
ing bottom. This is illustrated by the centerline velocity 
during ebb, Figure 28.
Finally, it is believed that the causes of the disper­
sive and convergent characteristics of the jet are the same 
as those described for Case I of the oscillating and Case I 
of the steady-state jets.
Cases IV and V - These cases are for the effect of 
wind stress and are discussed below. The value of the wind 
stress ts used was for a wind of 15 knots. The wind stress
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is defined as Ts = 2.6 x 10”-5 P_(w 0' where P is the densitya a
of air in gm cm“^ and W* is the wind speed in cm sec“  ^ at
a height of 15 meters above the sea surface. This gave a
s -?value of t of 1.9 dyne cm for a wind speed of 15 knots
(750 cm sec"'1') . Two cases were run: Case IV, where the
wind was on-shore, and Case V, for a northerly wind. The 
results are shown in Figures 54 through 37*
Case IV - Figures 34 and 35 show the vector plots at 
maximum ebb and flood, respectively. During maximum ebb, 
the outflow along the center of the jet is retarded and the 
jet is split and deflected, symmetrically, north and south.
A plot of the centerline velocity as a function of distance 
for maximum ebb is shown in Figure 28. This type of situ­
ation creates an area of minimum velocity where the center- 
line velocity goes to zero. Also, the jet when split is 
driven parallel and close to the shore.
For the maximum flood case the wind stress drives water 
toward the Bay and shore, causing two areas of zero velocity 
above and below the jet.
These two plots are somewhat representative of the flow 
features for an on-shore wind but must be interpreted with 
caution. The major difference between the representation 
in these figures and that which exists in nature is that 
here the jet mass transport does not change with an on-shore
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at maximum ebb and with onshore wind
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wind. Stated another way, there is no provision made for 
mass movement into the Bay, caused hy the wind, using the 
velocity as a boundary condition. Therefore, the plots as 
shown in Figures and 35 probably have features which 
would not be seen in a true coastal situation. The impor­
tant conclusion from studying these two figures is that an 
on-shore wind can be very effective in changing the flow 
pattern, and the features given by Figures and 35 are 
a very general representation of what probably takes place 
with an on-shore wind.
Case V - Figures 36 and 37 show the results of a north 
wind blowing over the shallow continental sea. Here the 
flow is deflected south on the ebb and deflected into the 
Bay on the flood. There seems to be a point of low velocity 
during the flood stage south of the jet and also a deflec­
tion of the vectors toward shore.
Boicourt (1975) and Stommel and Leetmaa (1972), in 
their studies of the circulation of the water on the con­
tinental shelf, pointed out the importance of wind in driv­
ing the shelf circulation. Boicourt (1975) and others have 
noted that a strong west wind will drive water out of the 
Bay, while a strong on-shore wind will cause an increase in 
water level in the Bay. While the results of Case XV do not 
show the mass flux into the Bay by an on-shore wind due to
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the oscillating jet boundary condition, the flow patterns 
generated do indicate that, if a mass flow across the 
boundary were allowed, there would be a net flow into the 
Bay.
The effect of the wind parallel to shore has also been 
noted in the literature. Budringer, et al (1964), and Dux- 
bury, et al (1966), as quoted by Boicourt (1975)/ in their 
description of the Columbia River outflow, assign the cause 
of outflow deflection to the north in the summer and to the 
south during the winter to the prevailing winds present 
during these seasons.
The results from Case V indeed suggest that the stress 
caused by the wind is a much more dominant force than the 
Coriolis force and is just as effective as an ambient 
velocity in deflecting the outflow.
Finally, it will be noted that eddies were not gen­
erated in either Case IV or Case V.
Case VI - The final case is one with an ambient veloc­
ity imposed upon the situation of Case I. Because the 
north-south boundary conditions for an oscillating jet are 
tidal heights, the initial and boundary conditions had to 
be changed from those of Cases I through IV. The ambient 
velocity was generated by raising the northern boundary 
either 5 o r 11 cm above datum to give a velocity flowing
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south of approximately 5 an£^  10 cm sec"^# respectively, 
across the shelf.
This slope is not a unique condition. Stommel and 
Leetmaa (1972) in their model of the shelf circulation 
pointed out the importance of the sea surface slope in their 
coastal model. Sturges (1974) has discussed the slope of 
the sea surface in this region and described the seasonal 
variation of sea level at Norfolk, Virginia. Sturges 
(1974) estimates the slope of the sea surface in the region 
being modeled as 2.0 ± 0.4 cm/degree or 0 .023 to 0.04 
cm/nm. For the grid used here the slope was 0.052 and 
0.104 cm/nm. It is recognized that most reported shelf 
velocities for this region are estimated to be 5 cm sec-'*' 
or less; thus, a slope of 0.052 cm/nm approaches a more 
realistic situation. The importance of small changes in 
water level here and in the previous cases for both the 
steady-state and oscillating jets illustrates the need for 
a good understanding of the permanent, seasonal, and daily 
variations of the sea surface in order to accurately predict 
the flow.
Initial conditions for the run were U = V = 0,6 = f(y). 
Boundary conditions for the western boundary remained the 
same, while for the eastern boundary 6 = f(y). For the 
northern boundary 6 = 5 or H #  a^d for the southern boundary
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6 = 0 .  The results of the computations are shown in Fig­
ures 38 through 4l for the maximum ebb and flood of the 
second tidal cycle with a northern boundary of 6 = 5 and 11, 
respectively.
For Figures 38 and 40 several features can be noted: 
a quicker turning of the jet by the ambient current than 
for Case IV of the steady-state jet, a northern velocity 
which goes to zero along the coast and above the jet, and 
a confinement of the jet closer to shore.
The rapid turning of the flow by the ambient velocity 
once it leaves the Bay (Figures 38 and 40) is caused by 
three factors. First, the ambient velocity is almost con­
stant across the shelf and, therefore, its value near shore 
is not zero as in the case for the steady-state jet. Second, 
the magnitudes of the ambient currents used are greater 
than the 4 cm sec"-^ - used for the steady-state case. Third, 
the jet velocity is not maintained constant at maximum ebb 
speed.
Thus, the ambient velocity in these two cases is a 
more effective factor for the deflection of the jet than 
the Coriolis force.
The northern velocity along the coast above the Bay 
entrance has been verified by several observers, Harrison, 
et al (ig67)» Bumpus (1969)/ and discussed in Case IV of
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ebb and with a southerly ambient velocity of 5 cm sec“l
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the steady-state jet. Figures 38 and 40 show the way this 
feature could he limited to an area of coastline just above 
the Bay entrance and how it can vary with strength of the 
wind and outflow from the Bay.
Figure 42 is a plot of the salinity distribution on 
the continental shelf for the month of July 1972. This 
figure outlines the direction of flow from the Chesapeake 
Bay when it leaves the entrance. The similarity of the 
flow pattern of Figure 42 when compared with Figures 38 and 
40 is apparent. However, there are some differences which 
should be noted.
Boicourt (1973) points out that the isohalines leave 
the Bay entrance at an angle. Current meter observations 
of Boicourt (1973) and Kuo (Virginia Institute of Marine 
Sciences, private communication) indeed show that the cur­
rents at places in the Bay entrance exit in a direction 
more southeasterly than due east. This is probably caused 
by the main channel which also exits in a southeast direc­
tion. This fact, along with the ambient southern velocity, 
probably causes the current to be confined along the coast 
in a more narrow band than is shown in Figures 38 and 40. 
Boicourt (1973) has also pointed out that the salinity 
pattern off the Bay entrance will be a function of the wind 
and volume of flow out of the Bay. Thus, while the salinity
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pattern of Figure 42 verifies in a general way the flow 
pattern of Figures 38 and 40, the final results will be 
functions of many variables, some not considered in the 
discussion of this case.
The flow patterns for the flood tide, Figures 39 and 
4l, also show three prominant characteristics: a turning
of the southerly flow into the Bay, a point of minimal 
velocity south of the Bay entrance where the flow seems to 
split, and a weakness of the southerly flow below the Bay 
entrance. Figures 39 and 4l compare well with the flow 
patterns into the Bay composed by Boicourt (1975) and 
described by Harrison, et al (1967).
The flow was averaged over a tidal cycle (for the same 
points used in Cases I and II) to see if there was an eddy 
present. The southward, 5 cm sec"-*-, flowing ambient veloc­
ity wiped out the eddy so that no traces of it were found. 
From an Eulerian standpoint, the eddy has been destroyed.
Finally, Figure 43 shows a series of vector plots for 
selected points and conditions over a complete tidal cycle. 
Figure 43a shows for comparison the vectors for Case I at 
the point m = 3 and n = 22 (above the Bay mouth). This fig­
ure shows a slight rotary characteristic for the tide.
Figure 43h is for the same point but with an ambient veloc­
ity of 5 cm sec"^ south. Figure 43c is for the point
No Ambient Velocity
5 cm sec”'*' Velocity South
Figure 4-3
Velocity vector roses at two grid points
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m = 3» n = 28 (below the Bay mouth) and with an ambient 
current of 5 cm sec"*'. Both of these figures show a more 
diversive spread of the vectors due to the ambient current.
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The intent of this investigation was to discern the 
resultant flow fields arising from the discharge of a tidal 
estuary or river onto the continental shelf using the contin­
uity, momentum, and mass balance equations. The approach 
was to numerically model the area, simplify the geometry 
and physical situation where possible, and determine the 
relative effect of different physical factors on the flow.
The model developed in Chapters II through V and the results 
of its application given in Chapter VI have accomplished 
this. The results, while for much simpler cases than arise 
in nature, nevertheless are useful and applicable toward 
understanding natural situations.
Conclusions
From the results and discussion of Chapter VI it can be 
concluded that the outflow from a tidal or non-tidal estuary 
or river onto a continental shelf can be broken into three 
types: dispersive, in which the velocity vectors diverge
from the centerline; entraining, in which the velocity 
vectors converge toward the centerline; or a combination 
of the two. The final type will be governed by the degree
152
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of bottom and side frictions, the bottom slope, and the 
level of the water above datum at the Bay entrance.
The centerline velocity of the bottom friction steady- 
state jet studied was found to decrease much more rapidly 
than the side friction cases reported in the literature. 
Cross-stream U velocities for the same bottom friction
, p
case were a function'of sech y. For a steady-state jet 
which considers both side and bottom friction, the center- 
line velocity profile was found to be a combination of the 
pure side and bottom friction cases.
For the model case of the Chesapeake Bay, it was deter­
mined that the outflow is dispersive, with a centerline 
velocity decreasing to less than half its maximum velocity 
in one jet width. Field observations of estuaries other 
than the Chesapeake Bay verify the rapid velocity decrease 
along the centerline, but no information was found on the 
characteristics of the cross-stream velocity distribution. 
The velocity distribution both along the centerline and 
laterally will be affected by the wind and ambient currents 
in the vicinity of the discharge so that field verifica­
tion of these profiles will be difficult.
From the results of all the cases studied, the slope 
of the sea surface relative to mean sea level is very 
important in controlling the movement of the shelf waters, 
as previously mentioned. For the area studied (Chesapeake 
Bight) the sea surface slope needed to generate an ambient 
current, corresponding to currents found by field measure­
ments, agreed with leveling observations by a factor less 
than two. Small value of the sea surface slope needed and 
the sensitivity of the model to it suggest that in a natural 
environment both the permanent sea level height and the 
seasonal and tidal variations should be accurately known 
in order to model and predict the shelf circulation, 
particularly if tidal heights are used as a boundary con­
dition. For modeling purposes it is estimated that this 
water level should be known to within at least 1-2 cm.
The Coriolis force has often been considered to be the 
most important factor for generating the turning of an 
estuary or river (in nature) as it empties onto a shelf.
In contrast, for the cases studied, the Coriolis force 
was not found to be a controlling factor in the turning of 
the outflow. This turning is believed to be masked by the 
effect of bottom friction and is illustrated by the large 
values of the Ekman number (sl) for the cases used.
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Thus, the cases studied suggest that, if in nature the 
bottom friction and the inertial terms are dominant, the 
wind and ambient current are more important factors in the 
deflection of the outflow than the Coriolis force.
For the steady-state jet no eddies were found in all 
four cases investigated. For the oscillating jet eddies 
were found for Cases I and XX after the tidal component 
was averaged out. The effect of the Coriolis force in 
Case II was to decrease the strength of the southern flow 
of the eddies and increase the strength of the northern 
flow. This also confirms the results reported by other 
investigators.
This study substantiates the reversal of flow in the 
circulation pattern above the Bay entrance that has been 
reported by other investigators both for the Chesapeake 
Bay and other areas in the Mid-Atlantic Bight. From the 
model studies, the strength of this reversal will be a func­
tion of the strength of the ambient current, dispersion of 
the outflow from the Bay or river entrance, and wind. The 
flow can also be tidal dependent.
Results from the modeling efforts show that tidal 
height or velocity can be used for an open boundary condi­
tion. However, if velocity is used, care must be taken to 
assure that reflection from the boundary does not occur.
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This problem can be eliminated by the use of tidal heights 
for the open boundary conditions, which most investigators 
use in a model of this type.
The multi-operational techniques used here have proven 
to be stable and fast. The technique is a more economical 
way to calculate data than a purely explicit scheme. 
Recommendations
Recommendations for future work in the use of this or 
other models in studying' the coastal flow in the vicinity of 
the Chesapeake Bay entrance can be divided into two general 
categories: intermediate and advanced.
For the intermediate step, several features and/or 
factors which were not included in this study should be 
examined. These are: (1) a more detailed evaluation of the
mass conservation of the numerical scheme to verify Leendertse's 
work; (2) incorporation and use of the mass transport equa­
tion to study the effect of simple salinity and density 
variations on the flow patterns; (3) altering the Bay's 
discharge to the southeast to observe the difference in flow 
characteristics above and below the Bay entrance; (4) slop­
ing the bottom to approach a depth of zero near the coast 
and varying the bottom friction terms to more accurately 
represent the near shore circulation; (5) development and 
use of the side friction terms; and (6) use of a jet (to
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simulate the Bay discharge) interacting with a tidal wave 
propagating normal to the coast to more nearly approximate 
the true environmental situation in the Chesapeake Bight.
For the advanced category expansion of the models to 
three dimensions to investigate the layered flow in the 
Chesapeake Bight is desirable. However, the cost of devel­
oping and using a model of this type may be prohibitive. 
Further, sufficient field data on the tidal and non-tidal 
circulation in the coastal zone during a typical summer and 
winter condition are needed to calibrate both the two- 
and three-dimensional models. The size and cost of a field 
program of this nature would depend on the area of interest 
and extent of modeling undertaken.
APPENDIX A 
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ESTIMATE
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where Ap is the density variation over the water column.
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Equation A.9 is a ratio of A.2 to A.I. If this ratio 
is <0.1 (A.l > A.8 by a factor of 10 or more), then equations
2.39 an^ 2.40 are valid. Simple examples of density dis­
tributions where term A.2 can be ignored are shown below:
 ^ 1 0  0 p= const ant R = —  = —
6 0 0
P-j=constant P2=constant R = i ~  = 0 6 i£
dx
P1^P2
6 d_p 
Bx
The general eases where the sur­
faces of constant density are 
approximately parallel.
If the density distribution in the water column gives a ratio 
R > 0.1, then term A.2 cannot be ignored and equations
2.39 and 2.40 are not valid. The case R > 0.1 would imply 
the existence of relatively strong vertical stratification 
and the simulation by a vertically integrated two-dimensional 
model will not be applicable. Therefore, in the framework
VVV0
P1<P2<D3<P4
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of two-dimensional approximation, it may be assumed that 
equations 2.39 and 2.40 are valid.
APPENDIX B 
TABLE OF EQUIVALENTS
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Text
Notation
Computer
Notation
Text
Notation
Compute]
Notatioi
f FC A. 1/2DT
g G Bj BX,BY
h H C.j CX,CY
h HAVG Dj DX,DY
m J E- EX,EY
n K F i G/2L
X X Hj HCX,HCY
y Y p . PX,PY
c C* Qj QX,QY
Di DX,DY* Rj RX,RY
„it jjit 
jF jB HXF,HYF,HXB,HYB* T- TX,TY
S S* a ! AAX,AAY
U U1A b ! b b x,b b y
u U* c l CCX,CCY
V VIA
J
Di
DDX,DDY
V V* Ej EEX,EEY
a Al F j FFX,FFY
6 HL*
P R*
T S , T S  
X  y
WSX, WSY
AL L
At DT
NOTE: Notations with an asterisk may have a 1 or 2 with
them; i.e., SI, U2, HXF1. The variables without a 1 or 2 
are the variables at the future time. With a 1 attached 
they are the variables at the present time, and with a 2 at
the past time.
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM
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PROGRAM MODEL{INPUT*12B.OUTPUT*l28*TAPEA«102A»TAPE5»INPUT. MODEL 2
1TAPE6*0UTPUT) MODEL 3
REAL L.L1.L2.L3.LA MODEL A
01HENSI0N U(30.50>.U1(30.S0>.U2(30.50) MODEL 5
5 01HENS10N VI30.50) .VI (30.50) .V2Q0.50) MODEL 6
DIMENSION KL(30.50).HLl130.50).HL3<30.50) HOOEL 7
DIMENSION HAVG(30«S0).PX(50).OX(50).RX(50).TX(50) MODEL 8
DIMENSION EEXI50)»FFX(50) MODEL 9
DIMENSION PY(50).OV(50).RY(50).TV(50) MODEL 10
10 DIMENSION EEY(50>.FFY(SO) HOOEL 11
DIMENSION S 130(50).SI (30.50).MOO.SO).53(30.50) MODEL 12
DIMENSION (IANISO) MODEL 13
DIMENSION TITLE(B) HOOEL IA
COMMON HJMKH.HL1JK.HJKH1.JH).KH1*JP1.KP1.HJK.MJH1K. MODEL 15
15 IBX.CX.DCX.E1.E2.E3iEX.HC1A.HC1B.HC1D.HC1.HC2.HC3.HCAA.HCAB.HCAC. MODEL 16
1HCAD.HCA.HC5.HC6.HC7.HCX.G.FC. H.HL1.HL3.U. U2.V. V2.S. HOOEL 17
IS1.DX.DV.OX1.DY1.R1.C1.HXB1.HXF1.HYB1.HYF1.C.HXF.HXB.KAVG.V1A.A. HOOEL IB
1F.L1.L2.L3.LA.V5X.AA1.AA3.AA3iAAA.AAX.BB1.UB2iBBX.CC1.CC3.CC3.CCA. MODEL 19
1CCX.DD1.D02.0D3<0DX<C2.HL.S2.TX.EEX>FFX«RX.L.J.K HOOEL 20
30 COMMON BY.CY.DCYiEY.HCY.AAY.BBY.CCY.DDY.HYF.HYB.WSY.UlA. MODEL ?1
lClJP.RlJP.DXJM.DYlKH.CJN.ClKM.ClKP.RlKP.DYKH.DXlJH.CKH.ClJH MODEL 22
EQUIVALENCE (PX.EEX.PY.EEY) MODEL 23
EQUIVALENCE (OX.FFX.OY.FFV) MODEL 2A
EOUIVALENCE (RX.RY).(TX.TY) HOOEL 25
35 EQUIVALENCE (U.U1).(V.Vl) MODEL 26
G*9R0. MODEL 27
HAVG(1•1>*30. MODEL 28
PX(1)*1. MODEL 29
0X(1>*1. MODEL 30
30 RXI1I-0 HOOEL 31
TX(]I*1. MODEL 32
HL(1.1)«.3 MOOEL 33
S (2.1>“30.00 HOOEL 3A
UAN(1)”0 MODEL 35
35 FC*0 HODEL 36
C INPUT OF INITIAL CONDITIONS MODEL 37
REA0(5.A)TITLE HODEL 3B
A FORMAT(8A10) MODEL 39
RE AO (S. 5 UMAX. KM AX HODEL AO
AO 5 FORMAT(IA.IA) HODEL A1
WRITE 16.50)JHAX,KMAX HODEL A2
SO FORMAT 1X1 INPUT DATA*/* JHAX *XIA/X KMAX -XIA) HODEL A3
READ(5.6)DT.L HODEL AA
6 FORMAT(2F7.0) HODEL A5
<•5 WRITE(6.60)OT.L HODEL A6
60 FORMAT (X OT MF7.0/X L -XF7.0) HODEL A7
READ(5.7)ITMAX HODEL AS
7 FORMAT(IA) MODEL A9
WRITE(6.70)ITMAX HODEL 50
50 70 FORHAT(X ITHAX*XIA) HODEL 51
READ(5.B)VSX.W5Y HODEL 52
8 FORMAT(2F8.2) HODEL 53
80 FORMAT IX WSX *XFB.2/X WSY *XF8.2) HOOEL 5A
WRITE(6.80)WSX.WSY HOOEL 55
55 C TAPE WRITING STATEMENTS HODEL <?6
WRITE(A)TITLE HODEL 57
WRITE(A)JHAX.KMAX.DT.L.ITMAX.WSX.WSY MODEL SB
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DO 3400 K-I.KHAX MODEL 59
DO 3300 Jo]» JHAX MODEL 60
60 VIIJ»K1=0 MODEL 61
V2IJtK)*0 MODEL 62
Ul<J>K)>0 HODEL 63
UZIJiK>*U|{JfK) MODEL 64
HL1(J<K)>Q MODEL 65
65 HL2(JiK)=HLMJ.K> MODEL 6b
HiJ*K1»1000.0 MODEL 67
S](JiKl*30.0Q HODEL 6B
S?IJiK>"30.00 MODEL 69
3300 CONTINUE MODEL 70
70 3400 CONTINUE MODEL 71
jMAXHxJHAX-1 MODEL 72
KMAXHbKH«X-1 HODEL 73
L3»1./I2.*IL»*2)> MODEL 74
L4 ■ MODEL 75
75 L2 ■ L4 ♦ L4 MODEL 76
LI - L2 ♦ L2 MODEL 77
A-l./DT £575001 1
F * G/I2.BLI HODEL 79
DO 200 M2.KHAX MODEL 80
80 DO 100 Jb2 iJHAX MODEL 81
HAVMJ'K) * (H(JtK) * H(JtK-l) ♦ HIJ-l.K-11 * HlJ-l»Kll/4. MODEL 82
100 CONTINUE MODEL 83
200 CONTINUE MODEL 84
DO 300 ITMt 1THAX HODEL 85
85 C INPUT OF BOUNORY CONDITIONS MODEL 8b
L7-1T MODEL 87
DO 3000 K°1*KHAX - MODEL B8
MLUHAXtKlxO MODEL 89
UI1.K)«0 MODEL 90
90 511*K)*30*00 MODEL 91
SIJHAX*K1*30■00 HODEL 92
3000 CONTINUE . MODEL 93
C JET START UP MODEL 94
DO 3001 K=23*25 ES75001 2
95 U (1 «K I =25* I l~l (| IL*2*5)_ IIL/21* 18-23)«L 1) ••2) / 1 (L*2*51#42)) )• ES75001 3
1SIN(10001405*01•(I2*LT1—1)1 £575001 4
U(l«S0-KI»tMli6t £575001 5
3001 CONTINUE MODEL 100
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS FOR U*HL ■ MODEL 108
100 00 600 K=2.KHAXM MODEL 109
DO 700 J“2«JHAXM HODEL 110
CALL INDEX HODEL 111
CALL CONUH MODEL 112
RXI11=0 MODEL 113
105 TXU»=U(1*K> MODEL 114
PXIJ)B8X/tA>CX"RX(JHlH MODEL 115
QXIJ>»IOCX-CX*TX(JMI) |/IA-CX«HXIJHln ' HOOEL 116
RXIJ)»F/lEX«PXlJl»F) * MODEL 117
TXIJ)x (F«OX(J)*HCX)/IEX*PX(J)*F) MODEL 118
110 TOO CONTINUE MODEL 119
C CALCULATION OF UtMl ■ MODEL ■ 120
140 JxJMAXM . MODEL 121
110 U(J«K1«TX(J1-RxIJ1*HL<J * 1 M O D E L  122
HL(J*KIxUXIJl-PxIJ)«u<J«K1 MODEL 123
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115 J*J-1 MODEL 1?4
IFIJ-2) 120.110.110 HODEL 125
120 CONTINUE HODEL 126
600 CONTINUE HODEL 127
C EXTRAPOLATION OF U.HL HODEL 128
120 DO 801 K-2.KHAX HOOEL 129
UIJHAXtK)-U(JHAXH.K) ES7S001 6
601 CONTINUE HODEL 131
DO 800 K"23.27 E575001 7
HLI|.K)<‘(HLI2<K)-HL(3.K)).HLI2.lO HODEL 133
125 600 CONTINUE MODEL 134
DO 900 J*l.JHAXH HOOEL 135
JPl*J»l HOOEL 136
HLtJ.l>*0 ES75001 8
U(JPI,1I«0 ES75001 9
130 HL(JP1.KHAK)«0 HOOEL 139
U(JPl«KHAX)aO £575001 10
900 CONTINUE HODEL 141
C PRINT STATEMENTS HODEL 1*2
C VELOCITY IN THE A DIRECTION MODEL 143
135 THX«U2»lT-l)«DTJ/60. MODEL 144
IF IMOO(IT *3).NE.O) GO TO 4100 ES75001 11
WRITE(6*91> THX MODEL 145
91 FORMAT(VI TIHEtHIN.) FOR HALF TIME STEP X-DIRECT10N* WF6.1) HODEL 146
WRITE 16.51)IT »OT HODEL 147
140 51 FORMAT(A COMPUTED FROM IT.0WI5.F10.5> HODEL 146
WHITE 16.95) HOOEL 1*9
95 FORMAT*/. A VELOCITY IN X DIRECTION*) MODEL ISO
00 ()02 IK*1 .KMAX HODEL 151
WRITE 16.92) (U(IJ.IK).IJ.I.j h AX ) MODEL 152
145 902 CONTINUE HODEL 153
92 FORMAT( * A.30F4.0) HODEL 154
LT»IT HODEL 155
C TIDAL HEIGHT FOR THE X DIRECTION. HODEL 156
WRITE(6.96) HOOEL 157
150 96 FORHAT(/. * TIDAL HEIGHT IN X DIRECTION*) HODEL 158
DO 903 IK»1.KHAX MODEL 159
WRITE(6»92) (HL (I J. IK) . U s ) , JHAX ) MODEL 160
903 CONTINUE MODEL 161
4100 CONTINUE HODEL 162
155 C TAPE WRITING STATEMENTS MODEL 163
1DIR-JHX HODEL 164
WRITE!*)IDIR.THX MODEL 165
WRITE14) ((IJ(J.K).Jal t JHAX) *K=1 .KHAX) HODEL 166
WRITE (4) (IHL(J.K).JaltJHAX),K*l.KHAX) HOOEL 167
160 GO TO 4200 ES75001 12
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS FOP S.X-D1PECTION MODEL 166
DO 1000 K*2»KHAXH HOOEL 169
DO 1100 Ja2.JHAXH HODEL 170
CALL INDEX MODEL 171
165 CALL CONSX MODEL 172
EEX(1>»0 MODEL 173
FFXU )nS( | ,K) HODEL 174
EEX(J)=CCX/(BBX-AAX«EEX(JMI)I MODEL 175
FFX(J)-(DDX-AAX>FFX<JH1))/IBBX-AAX«EEX(JM1)) MODEL 176
170 1100 CONTINUE HODEL 177
C CALCULATION OF S.X-DIRECTION MODEL 176
17S
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196
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198
19
199
15
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201
16
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203
209
205
206
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180 J“JHAXH
150 S (J.K)=FFX(JI-EEX<J)*S(J*1«K)
J-J-l
IFIJ-2) 160.150,150 
160 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE 
C EXTRAPOLATION OF S 
00 900 J=1,JHAX 
S(J.1)“30.00 
SIJiKMAX)“30.00 
900 CONTINUE 
C PRINT STATEMENTS 
C SALINITY FOR THE X DIRECTION 
IF(HOD(IT,3>.NE.O) 00 TO 9200 
URIT£(6,9B)
98 FORMAT(Fl SALINITY FOR X-DIRECT10NXI 
DO 909 1K“1.KHAX
WRITE(6,92) 1SIIJ.IK)«IJ“1.JHAX 1 
909 CONTINUE 
9200 CONTINUE 
C TAPE WRITING STATEMENTS 
GO TO 9250
WRITE (9)' I I 5 I M I  ,J=11 JHAX) tK“l,KMAX)
9250 CONTINUE
DO 1200 J*1.JHAX 
DO 1300 K=1.KHAX 
5(J.K)“30.0 
S2IJ.K)“SI(J.K)
SIIJ.K)«S(J.K)
HL2(J.K)“HL1(J.K)
HL1I J.K)“HLIJ.K)
V2(J,K)“V1IJ.K)
1300 CONTINUE 
1200 CONTINUE 
C INPUT OF BOUNDRY CONDITIONS 
LT“IT
DO 9000 J“1.JMAX 
S(J,1)>30.00 
S(JtKMAX)“30,00 
HL I J«1.1)“0 
HL(J*l,KHAX)“0 
HL(J.KHAX)“0 
9000 CONTINUE 
9050 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS FOR V.HL 
00 1900 J>2.JHAXH 
K=1
CALL INDEX 
CALL CONVM
E1=AF2«(Ll*2*(V2(J«K)-V2(J.KPl))) 
E2“ ((IV2(J,K))»“2)*(.062S)*IIU1A)““2))«“0.5 
E3“ IHYB1# I(C1KP.C1)/2)**2)
EY“ ME2/E3)*G).E1 
PY(1)“0
RY(1)■-(F/IEY-PY11)*F)) 
TY(1I“ (HCY-F*HLIJ.II)/(EY“P»(1I*FI 
DD 1500 K“2.KHAXH
150
CALL INDEX HODEL 2»1
230 CALL CONVH HOOEL 222
PV(K)bCY/IA-BY*RV(KH1)) HODEL 225
OY(K)b (DCY-BY*TY(KH1) )/IA-BY«RY(KHln HODEL 226
RY<K)*-(F/<EY-PYIK)b F) J HOOEL 227
TYIK)“ (HCY-F#QY(K))/(EY-PY(KI*F) HOOEL 228
235 1500 CONTINUE HODEL 229
C CALCULATION OF V,HL HODEL 230
240 KsKHAXH HODEL 231
210 CONTINUE HODEL 232
KP1»K*1 HODEL 273
240 V(J*K)=TY(K)“RYIK)*HL(JtKP1) HODEL 234
HL(J.K)-OY(K)-PYIK>«V(J.K) HODEL 235
K*K—1 HODEL 236
IFIK-2) 220*210.210 HODEL 237
VIJ.1)*TYI1)-RY(1)«HL(J*2) ES75001 29
245 220 CONTINUE HOOEL 238
1400 CONTINUE HODEL 239
C EXTRAPOLATION OF V.HL HODEL 240
DO 2100 JE2*JHAXH HOOEL 24]
HLIJ.l)=0 ES75001 30
250 VfJ*1)“VtJ.2) ES75001 31
V(J.KHAX)=V|J.KHAXM) E575001 32
2100 CONTINUE HODEL 244
DO 2200 KE1.KHAXH HODEL 245
KP1eK«1 HODEL 246
255 HLI1*K)E0 HODEL 247
Vll*K)»0 HODEL 248
HLIJHAX *K)>0 HOOEL 249
V IJ.KHAX)EV (JHAX111 ES75001 33
2200 CONTINUE HODEL 251
260 DO 2300 K»23*27 ES75001 34
HL(l*K)E fHL<2*K)-HLf3*K))*HL(2*K> HODEL 253
V(l*K)nO HOOEL 254
2300 CONTINUE HOOEL 255
C PRINT STATEMENTS HOOEL 256
265 THYb (IT*DT*2)/60* HODEL 257
IF(HOD(1T*3).NE.O) GO TO 4300 ES75001 35
WRITE(6*93) THY HOOEL 258
93 FORHATIAl TIHEIHIN.) FOR HALF TIHE STEP Y-D1RECTI0N» *,Ffa.l) HODEL 259
WRITE(6*51)1T*DT HODEL 260
270 C VELOCITY V IN THE Y DIRECTION HOOEL 261
101 FORHATI/t * VELOCITY V DIRECTION*) HOOEL 262
WRITE(6*1011 HOOEL 263
DO 905 IK“1tKHAX HOOEL 264
WRITE(6*92) IV(IJ*IK>*IJEltJHAX ) HODEL 265
275 90S CONTINUE HODEL 266
C TIDAL HEIGHT FOR THE Y DIRECTION HODEL 267
103 FORMAT!/.* TIDAL HEIGH IN Y DIRECTION*} HODEL 268
WRITE<6*103) HODEL 269
DO 906 IK«1*KMAX MODEL 270
280 WRITEI6.92) (HL(IJ.IK).IJ-l.JHAX ) HOOEL 271
906 CONTINUE HOOEL 272
4300 CONTINUE HODEL 273
C TAPE WRITING STATEMENTS HOOEL 274
IDIR-1HY HODEL 275
285 WRITE(4)1DIR*THY HODEL 276
290
295
300
305
310
315
320
325
330
335
3*0
WRITE!*) I <V!J,K),J=1,JHAX),Kb I,KMAX) 
WRITE!*) <(HLIJ.K)iJ»11JHAX >»K«l.KMAX)
GO TO **00
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS FOR S.Y-D1RECTION 
DO 1900 J»2.JHAXH 
DO 2000 K»2'KHAXH 
CALL INDEX 
CALL CDN5Y 
EEYIll'O 
FFV(1)”S(Jt1)
EEYIK)»CCY/IBBY-AAY*EEYIKH1))
FFY IK)b(ODY-AAY»FFYIKH1))/ (bBY-AAY*EEY (KH1)1 
2000 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATION OF S.Y-DIRECTION 
280 KbKHAXH 
250 CONTINUE
SIJ.K)bFFYIK)-EEY(KI*S(J.K»1)
K*K-1
IF IK-2) 260,250.250 
260 CONTINUE 
1900 CONTINUE 
C EXTRAPOLATION OF S 
00 500 K=1,KMAX 
S(1.K)=30.00 
SIJHAX.K)=30.00 
500 CONTINUE 
PRINT STATEMENTS
SALINITY FOR THE Y DIRECTION 
IF I MOD 11T,3).NE,0) GO TO **00 
WR]TE16,105)
105 FORMAT!HI SALINITY FOR V-DIRECTIONW)
00 907 1K*1.KHAX
WRITE 16,92) lS(lJ,IK),IJtl,JHAX )
907 CONTINUE 
**00 CONTINUE 
C TAPE WRITING STATEMENTS 
GO TO **50
WRITE I*) IIStJ.K)»J=1.JHAX),K=1.KMAX)
**50 CONTINUE
00 2500 Kb 1,KMAX 
00 2600 JB1,JHAX 
5IJ,K)b3D.O 
HL2IJ,K)b HL1iJ.K)
HL1IJ.KIb HLIJ.K)
S2IJ.K)=S1IJ.K)
SItJ.K)-SIJ«K)
U2IJ,K)bU1(J.K)
2600 CONTINUE 
2500 CONTINUE
WRITE 16,90) IT 
90 FORMAT I *■ CYCLES COMPLETEDb *,!*>
300 CONTINUE
WRITE I6.7B52)
7852 FORMAT ( *  THIS IS THE END*)
C TAPE WRITING STATEMENTS 
I1=10HTMIS IS TH 
I2=10HE END
152
WRITE<4)1I.I2 HODEL 3?9
ENOFILEL HODEL 330
REWINDS HODEL 331
STOP HODEL 33?
END HOOEL 333
153
s u b r o u t i n e  c on uh CONUH
RFAL LtL1.L2.L3.L4 CONUH
DIMENSION U(30.50)<U1(30.50).U2(30.50) CONUH
DIMENSION V(30.50).V1 (30*50)tV2(30.50) CONUH
5 DIMENSION HL130.50)tHLl(30.SO).HU2I30.50) CONUH
DIMENSION HAVG<30»50>«PX(50)tUX<50>.RX(50>.TX(50) CONUH
DIMENSION EEX(50)>FFX(50) CONUH
DIMENSION PY(SO)<OY(50).RY150).TYI50) CONUH
OIMENSION EEY(50).FFY(50) CONUH
10 DIMENSION S (30.50).SI(30.SO)iK(30,50).52(30.50) CONUH
COHHON HJHKH.HL1JK.BJKM1.JM1 .KH1 • JP1 . KP1 . HJK.HJH1K. CONUH
1BX.CX.DCX.E1>£2t£3.EX.HClA.HC1B.HC1D.HC1tKC2.HC3.HC4A.HC4B.HC4C. CONUH
IHC4D*HC4.HC5.HC6.HC7iNCX.G>FC< H.HL1.HL2.U. U2.V. V2.S. CONUH
ISl.DX.DY.DXl.DYltRl.CltHXBl.HXFl.HYPltHYFl.C.HXr.HXy.HAVG.VI A.A. CONUH
15 1F.L1tL2.L3.L4.MSX.AA1tAA2tAA3.AA4.AAX.BB1tBB2.BBX.CC).CC2.CC3.CC4. CONUH
lCCX.DDl.DD2iDD3.DDXtC2tHLtS2tTXtEEXtFFX.RXtL.J.K CONUH
COMMON BY.CY.OCY.EY.HCY.AAYtBBY.CCY.DDY.HYF.HYB.MSY.UlA. CONUH
lClJPtRlJPtDxJH.DYlKH.CJH.ClKH.ClKP.RlKP.DYKH.OXlJH.CKH.ClJH CONUH
EQUIVALENCE IPX.EEX.PY.EEY) CONUH
20 EQUIVALENCE (QX.FFX.QY.FFY) CONUH
EQUIVALENCE (RX.RY)•ITX.TY) CONUH
EQUIVALENCE (U.U1).(VtVI) CONUH
Cl-400.0 ES75001
Rt = 1.00* (.007945*5)(J.K)) CONUH
25 C1JP=C1 ES75001
R1JP=1.00*(.007945*S1(JP1.K)) CONUH
VI As(VI(JPl.K)tVl(JPltKHl)*V1IJ.KH1)*V1(J.K)) CONUH
BX=L1*HXF1 CONUH
CX=-(L1*HXB1) CONUH
30 OCXs-1<(-HL1(J.K))*A)* <L1*(HYF1*V1(J.KH1>-HYBl»Vl(J.K)))) ES7S001
Ela(A/2)*(L)*(U2(JPl.K)-U2(JHl.K))) ES75001
E2b (((U2 <J.K))**2) ♦(.0625)■ (VIA**2))**0.5 CONUH
E3=(HXFl*((ClJPtCl)/2)**2) CONUH
EXa((E2/£3)*G)*E1 CONUH
35 HC1A=U2! JtKHl)-U2(J.KPl) CONUH
HC1B=HC1A*V1A CONUH
HClCsHC10*L4 CONUH
HCIDb U? <J.K)*(A/2) EST5001
HC1b -HC10«HC1C CONUH
40 HC2B ((HL2 (JP1.K)-HL2(J.K)) *F) * ((R1JP- CONUH
1R1)*HXF1*(1/(R1JP*R1))*F> CONUH
HC3b (FC/4.)«V1A CONUH
HC4Ab 2*G*U2(J.K) CONUH
HC4BsU2(J.K)**2 CONUH
45 HC4C*HC4B* I0.062S >*IV1A)**2 CONUH
HC4D«HC4C**0.5 CONUH
HC4bHC4A«HC4D CONUH
HC5=(HXFl* ((ClJP*C1)/2> **2)*2 CONUH
HC6 * HC4 / HC5 CONUH
SO HC7*4*WSX/((R1JP.R1)*HXF1) CONUH
HCXs-(HC1*HC2-HC3*HC6-HC7) CONUH
RETURN CONUH
END ■ CONUH
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SUBROUTINE CONS*
REAL L,L1>L2,L3,L4
dimension uno.soi'Uino.50)»u2(3o,so)
DIMENSION VUO.SOl'Vl (30,50) , V2I30.50)
DIMENSION HL(30i50) »HLl 130.50) ,ML2(30,501 
DIMENSION HAVGI30.50) ,PX(50)*QX(50),fiX(50)»TX(50)
DIMENSION EEXI50) *FFX(50)
DIMENSION Prl50),OVI50>,RY(50),TY(50) *
DIMENSION EEY(S0),FFY(5O)
DIMENSION S (30*501 ,51 (30,50),H(30,SO),52130,50)
COMMON HJMKM,HL1 JK,HJKH1 ,JH1,KH1 , JP1 ,KP1 <HJK,HJH1K,
)BX.CX<0CX.EltE2,E3,EX«HClA.HC)B,KClD,HC).HC2,HC3,HC4A,KC4B,HC4C« 
IHC4D,HC4,HCS,MC(),HC7,HCX,G,FC, HtHLI ,HL2tU> U2»V« 92,S,
1S1»0X.DY,DX),0Y1.R1,C1*HXB1,HXF1,HYB1,HYF1»C,HXF,HXB,HAVG,VU,A,
IF ,L 1 ,L2,L3,L4,hSX, A A 1, AA2 * AA3,AA4,AAX,BB1, 8B2, BBX,CCI , CC2 ,CC3,CC4 , 
1CCX,DD1»D02,D03iDDX,C2,HL,S7,TX,EEX,FFX,RX<L<J«K
COMMON BY,CY,0CY,EY,HCY,AAY,BBY,CCY,DDYtHYF,HYB*HSY,U1 A,
1C1 JP,R1 JP,DXJH,OY)XNtCJM,CIKM,ClKP,RlKP,OYXH,OXl JH,CKH,C1 JM 
EQUIVALENCE tPA,EEX,PY,FEY)
EOUIVALENCE (OX,FFX,OY,FFY)
EQUIVALENCE (R*,RY),(TA,TY)
EOllIVALENCE (II,Ul) , (V.V1)
HXF=HJK ♦ HJKM1 ♦ HL(Jp l*K * * HL(J»K)
HXB=HJM1K « HJHKH » k L(J,K) * HL(JH1 ,K)
C=491.9
DX=(5.93*HJK*U(J,K)*31,3049)/C
CJM=49).9
DXJM= 15.V3*H(JH) iK) *|J (UMl,K)*31 «3049)/CJM 
Clb491.9
DYl^l 15.93*HJK*V1(J,K)*31.30491/Cl )
CIKM*491 .9
DY1KM°((5.93<H(J,KH1}*V1(J,KH1)«31.3049)/C1KH)
AA1=HXB1*U(JH1,K)
AA2=AAl*L2 
AA3=HXB«DAJH 
AA4s AA3«L3 
AAX»-(AA2*AA4|
BB1 = IA»(HAVG(j ,k |.HL(J,K))). ((<HXF1*U(J.K)>- 
1 <HXB1*U(JH1,K)))*L2)
BB2»(HXF«0X*HXB*DXJM>,l-3
BBX=BB1*BB2
CC1»HXF1«UIJ,K)
CC2=CC1*L2
CC3»HXF»DX
CC4=CC3*L3
CCX=CC2-CC4
DD1A»HAVG(J,K)«HL1IJ,K)
D01Bs DD1A*S1(J,K)
0D1=“DD1B,A
DD2»((HYF1« VI (JtKMl ) • (51 (J,KH1),S1 ( J,K) ))
1-CHYB1»V) (JtKI* (SI (J.K) *51 (JiKPl) ) | j»L2 
DD3*(((HYF1»0Y1KH* (511J.KH1)-51(J,K))) 
l-(MYBl«DYl»lSHj,KI-Sl(J*Kpllll)*L3)
DDXb-(DD1.D02-DD3)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONVH CONVH
REAL L,LI,L2,LJ,H) CONVH
DIMENSXOH (1(30,50) ,U1 (30,50) ,U2<30,50) CONVH
DIMENSION V(30,50>.V1<3D,50>,V2(30,50) CONVH
s DIHENSION HLI30,50J,HLH30,50) ,HL2(30,S0) CONVH
DIMENSION HAVC(30 ,50) ,PX(50),QX(50),RX(50),TX(50> CONVH
DIMENSION EEX150) »FFX (50) CONVH
DIMENSION PYI50I,QY(50),RY(50> ,TYI50I CONVH
DIMENSION EEY(501 ,FFY 150 1 CONVH
10 0IHEN5I0N S (30,SOI,SI(30,501,K (30.501 ,52(30, 50) CONVH
COMMON HJHKH,HL1JK,HJKH1,JM1.KH1,JP1«KP1,HJK,HJH1K, CONVH
1DX ,CX, DCX,E1, E2,E3,EX,HCIA,HC1B.HC10,HC1,HC2 , HC3,HCAA«HCAB,HCAC« CONVH
1HCAO, HCA, HC5,HC6, HC7, HCX,G,FC, H,HL1,HL2,U, U2.V, V2,S, CONVH
1S1,OX,OY,DXl,DYl,Rt,CltHXBI,KXF1iHYBl,HYFt,C.HXF.HXB«HAVG,V1A.A, CONVH
15 IF,L1»L2,L3,L1.,HSX,AA1.AA2, AA3,AAV,AAX,BBI,BBZ,BBX,CC1,CC2,CC3,CCA, CONVH
1CCX, DOI,002,DD3 ,DDX,52,HL,52,TX,EEX,FFX,RX,L,J,K CONVH
COMMON BY ,CY,OCY,EY,KCV,AAY,BBY,CCY,OOY.HYF, HYB.HSY,U1A, CONVH
1C1 UP, R1<JP ,DXJH,DY1KH> CJH, ClKH,C1KP.R1 XP.DYKN, DX1JH,CKH,C 1JM CONVH
EQUIVALENCE (PX,EEX,BV,EEY) CONVH
20 EQUIVALENCE (QX,FFX,QY,FFY) CONVH
EQUIVALENCE (RX.RYI , (TX, TY) CONVH
EQUIVALENCE (U,U11,(V,V1I CONVH
C1«AOO.O £575001
CtKP»Cl ES75001
25 U1A* ( U K  JMiiXI *U1 (JM1 ,KP1I *U1 (J.KPl)AU1 (J, XI1 CONVH
R1>1. 00* (.0079A5*S1(J,K>) CONVH
R1KP= I*00» (.00791,5*51 (J,KP111 CONVH
by=li*hyfi CONVH
CY=-L1*HYB1 CONVH
30 DCY*-(((‘*HLKJ,KII*A)*(Ll*(HXFi*Ul (J,K)-HX81*U1(JH1,K)) I ) ES75001
£1*(A/2)»(L1MV2(J,K11>-V2U,KP1>)» ES75001
£2«( ( (V2(J,K)l**2) + (,0625)*((U1AI**211 **0• 5 CONVH
E3»(HVB1*( (C1KP1C1)/! 1**21 CONVH
EY = ( (E2/E31 *C 1 *E1 CONVH
35 HC1A>V2( JPltK) -V2 (JM1 ,K) CONVH
HClBaHCl A*U1A CONVH
HC1C*HC1B*LA CONVH
HC103 V2( J, K)*(A/2I ES75001
HC1»-HC1D»HC1C CONVH
1)0 HC2* ( (HL2(J,X)-HL2(J, KP1>)*FI ♦ URi- CONVH
1RIKP) *KTB1) *F*(1/(R1KP»R1) 1 CONVH
HC3* (FC/A*)*U1A CONVH
HCAA-2»G»V2(J,KI CONVH
HCAB*V2(J, 10**2 CONVH
1)5 HCVC*HCVB) (0.0625 )*(U1A>**2 CDNVH
HCAD*HCAC**0.5 CONVH
HCA*HCAA*MCAO CONVH
MC5* IHYB1* ((ClKPtCl) /2> **2) *2 CONVH
HC6 ■ MCA / HC5 CONVH
50 HG7*A*N5Y/ ((RIKPtRi)* HYB1) CONVH
HCY*- (HC1*HC2*HC3*HC6-HC7I CONVH
r e t u r n COHVH
ENO CONVH
2
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SUBROUTINE C0N5Y 
REAL L.L1.L2.L3.L4
DIMENSION U(30*S0>,U1(30*50>,U2(30*50)
DIMENSION VC30.50)<V1(30*50)*V2(30*50)
DIMENSION HL(30.50)*HL1(30*50)*HL2(30*50)
DIMENSION HAVGOO.SO) *PX (50) *OX(SO) *RX (50) *TX (SO>
DIMENSION EEX(50)*FFXT50)
DIMENSION PY(50)*QY(50)*HY(50).TV(SO)
DIMENSION EEY(50)*FFY(50>
DIMENSION 5(30*50)tSI(30*50)*H(30.50)*52(30*50)
COMMON HJHKM.HL1JK.HJKM1*JH).KM),JP),KP1.HJK.HJMJK,
1BX.CX*DCX*E1*E2*E3iEX*HC)A*HC1B*HC1D*HC1*HC2*HC3*HC4A*HC4B«HC4C* 
1HC4D.HC4*HC5*HC6*HC7*HCX.G.FC. H*HL1«HL2.U* U2*V* V2*S*
1S1.DX.DY.DXl,DY1*RI*C1,HXB1.HXFl*HYB1.HYF1.C.HXF »HXB.HAVG*V1A.A* 
1F.L1.L2.L3.L4.MSX*AA1,AA2.AA3.AA4.AAX*8Bl*Bb2*BBX*CCl.CC2.CC3.CC4, 
1CCX*D01,DD2.DD3*00X*C2*HL*S2*TX*EEX*FFX,KX*L*J*K 
COMMON BY.CY.OCY.EY*HCY*AAY.BBY *CCY *ODY.HYF.HYb.w5Y.U14, 
1C1JP*R1JP*DXJM,DYIKH,CJH.CIKH,C1KP,R1KP,0YKH.DXIJH.CKH.C1JH 
EQUIVALENCE (PX.EEX.PY.EEYI 
EQUIVALENCE (OX.FFX.OY.FFY)
EQUIVALENCE (RX.RY)*(TX.TY)
EQUIVALENCE (U.Ul).(V.Vl)
HYF=HJKHl*HJHKM*KLJK*HL(J.KHl)
HYB=HJK*HJM1K*HLJK*HL (J.KP1)
C=491.9
DY= I (5,93*HJK*V(J«K)*31.3049)/C)
CKM=491.9
OYKH=((5.93*H(J.KHII*V(J,KK1)*31•30491/CKH)
Cl=491.9
0Xl=(5.93*HtJ,K)*U)(J*K)*31.3049)/Cl 
C1JM=491.9
DX1JH=(5.93,H(JM1*K)*U1(JH1*K)*31.3049)/ClJM 
AA1"HYF1«VIJ.KM1>
AA2=AA1*L2
AA3=HYF*DYKH
AA4=AA3*L3
AAY>-AA4*AA2
BSl=(A*(HAVG(J*KI«HL(J.K)lI♦(((HYFI*V(J.KHl>)- 
)(HYB1*V(J*K))>*L2)
BB2=(HYF*DYKM-HYB*OV)*L3 
BBYaBB) *t)B2
CCY=(t(-riY01*V(J*K))*L2)-((HYB*DY)*L3)>
DDIA=HAVG(J.KI*KL)(J.K)
0018=001A*S](J.K)
DD1=-D018*A
DD?=( (HXFl*l)l (J.K)*(SI (JP1 .K) +51 (J.K)) I 
1-(HXB1*UI(JH1,K)* (SI(J.K)*S)(JM1,K))))*L2 
0D3= (((HXFl *0X1* (SI (JP1.KI-5KJ.K) I)
1-(HX81*0A1JM*(S1IJ.K)-SI(JH1.K))1)*l 3)
DDY=-(0D1»D02-0D3)
RETURN
ENO
APPENDIX D 
BOTTOM STRESS, VERTICAL EDDY VISCOSITY, 
AND CH^ZY COEFFICIENT RELATIONSHIPS
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To determine the relationship between values of the 
Chezy coefficient and the vertical eddy viscosity, we can 
use equation 2.53
_ a i .
C* 7  D . l
Using notation from Dyer (1973)» we can set
f  D.2
From D.l and D.2 we now have
a ,  am. = a u C v ’ + v 1] * .
*3 C* D.3
Letting [U2 + V2]1/2 = U for the purpose of calculation and 
re-arranging D.5, we have
f t ,  -  i s t
If C = 400 c m ^  sec”'*’, U = 25 cm sec"^ (an average velocity),
and the velocity has a linear variation with depth, then
Ail = ^  - . os-olooo
and
/), = ISoCes)1 ~ 7t 6 .
(Hoo^C-OSO)
If a vertical distribution of velocity of the form
« = *£«(■&)* D . 5
is used (Dronkers (1964)), then u = Umax at the surface.
From Dronkers (1964) a value of U = 25 cm sec gives a
Umax = 2®*6 cm sec_1» Then du/dz = (28.6/1000) = 0.0286 
and
( i .  = C1SD)Ces)i  r 133.1.
(Kooycoilb)
An alternate check of the bottom stress is given by 
the term y = g/C2 ( = PY2y2) which for g = 980 cm sec"^ 
and C = 400 cm1^  sec"1 gives y = 6.1 x 10"^. Dronkers 
reports values for their coastal work of y = 2.9 x 10"^.
i6o
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